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ABSTRACT 
 
Meta-analysis of Video Based Modeling Interventions  
for Individuals with Disabilities:  Procedure, Participant, and Skill Specificity. 
(May 2012) 
Rose Ann Katherine Mason, B.S., Ambassador University; M.S., The University of 
Texas at Tyler 
Co-Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Jennifer B. Ganz 
                 Dr. Mack D. Burke 
 
 
The purpose of the present research was to address gaps in the video based 
modeling (VBM) literature through the use of meta-analytic techniques to provide clarity 
and specificity regarding the practical utility of VBM for participants with disabilities. 
Two meta-analyses of published single-case VBM research were conducted. 
Improvement rate difference, an effect size measure, was utilized to analyze the fifty-six 
single-case studies.  The purpose of study one was to determine if differential effects 
occurred based on the type of model utilized and variations in procedural 
implementation. In addition, the quality of research was evaluated. The purpose of study 
two was to determine if participant characteristics, intervention components by 
participant characteristics, and targeted outcome moderated the effectiveness of video 
modeling with other as model (VMO).   Results of Study One indicated moderate to 
strong effects for both VMO and video self-modeling, however, when further 
disaggregated based on type of model utilized, VMO with adult as model demonstrated 
 iv
statistically significant superiority in terms of outcome effects. Results also indicated 
VBM with reinforcement demonstrated greater effects than when delivered alone or as 
part of a package. Additionally, the evaluation of quality of research indicated a 
tendency of the previously published VBM research not to evaluate treatment integrity.  
Study Two found that age and diagnosis moderate the effectiveness of VMO, although 
strong effects were found across levels for both moderators. VMO was found to be more 
effective for elementary age participants and participants with autism spectrum 
disorders. Additionally, VMO with reinforcement demonstrated statistically significant 
stronger effects for participants with ASD than when it is delivered alone or as part of a 
package. However, VMO delivered as part of a package was more potent for participants 
with developmental disabilities. Considering targeted outcomes, the results indicated 
strong effects across skill areas, however, VMO was found to be most impactful when 
utilized to improve play skills versus other measured skills. Implications related to the 
practical application of VBM for individuals with disabilities particularly in regards to 
treatment decision making were discussed. Additionally, implications for future research 
were addressed.   
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
Identifying and implementing appropriate intervention for individuals with 
disabilities can be a formidable task given the heterogeneity within and between 
categories of disabilities (Odom et al., 2005). Further, the need for modeling multiple 
exemplars and repetition of instruction is often rigorous and demands generous 
allocations of resources, particularly teacher time (McLeskey & Waldron, 2011). 
Modeling is one such intervention that, although effective for enhancing skill acquisition 
for individuals with disabilities, requires a significant amount of time commitment from 
practitioners (Biedermann & Freedman, 2007).  
Modeling stems from social learning theory which posits that individuals are able 
to learn by observing others and then mimicking the observed behavior (Bandura, 1969). 
From a behavioral perspective, this occurs when the observer indirectly experiences the 
consequences of the observed behavior and, as a result, learns to mimic that behavior 
(Crain, 1992) without direct application of consequences and across settings (Bellini & 
Akullian, 2007).  Bandura’s theory utilizes a “passive” approach of modeling that does 
not involve the engagement of another individual to facilitate accurate implementation, 
which Biedermann and Freedman (2007) suggest is a more effective means of learning.  
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Modeling is frequently incorporated into instruction, (Biederman & Freedman, 
2007).  However, the limitations of live, or in vivo, modeling is constricted in 
effectiveness and efficiency, particularly when implemented with students with  
disabilities, as it requires the model to conduct the demonstration repeatedly, does not 
allow for previewing and correction of model demonstrations, and limits the flexibility of 
the procedure (Ayres, Maguire, & McClimon, 2009; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007).  
Video-based modeling (VBM) is an alternative means for incorporating modeling 
into instructional strategies in a more efficient and feasible manner, while avoiding many 
of the challenges frequently associated with in vivo modeling (Biederman & Freedman, 
2007; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007).  Unlike in vivo modeling, the technology of 
recording allows for a one time creation of one or multiple exemplars of a targeted skill 
with the ability to then edit the video to ensure the demonstration is correct and precise 
(Corbett & Abdullah, 2005).  Following the creation of the video model, the skill can then 
be modeled repeatedly to one or more individuals with or without the presence of an 
instructor (Shukla-Mehta, Miller, & Callahan, 2010). VBM is an efficient and effective 
strategy that is both time and labor saving. 
A proliferation of educational research has recently identified VBM as an effective 
intervention across disability categories and skills (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Nikopoulos 
& Nikopoulos-Smyrni, 2008; Rayner et al., 2009). VBM  appears effective for 
participants with several different types of disabilities (Mechling, 2005), including 
intellectual disabilities (Cannella-Malone et al., 2006; Norman, Collins, & Schuster, 2001; 
Sigafoos et al., 2005), speech delays, developmental delays (Hitchcock, Prater, & 
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Dowrick, 2004), spina bifida, cerebral palsy, ADHD,  and emotional-behavioral disorders 
(Hitchcock, Dowrick, and Prater, 2003).  Additionally, VBM has been identified as an 
evidence-based educational practice for individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD: 
Bellini et al., 2007; Bellini & McConnell, 2010; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010; Wang & 
Spillane, 2009).  
In addition to implementation across participants with diverse disabilities, VBM 
has been implemented to address a wide variety of skills. VBM has been utilized for skills 
including social initiation (Deitchman, Reeve, Reeve, & Progar, 2010; Scattone, 2008),  
play skills (Kroeger, Schultz, & Newsom, 2007; Palechka & MacDonald, 2010), self-help 
skills (Horn et al., 2008; Lasater & Brady, 1995; Norman et al., 2001; Ruth, Dahman, 
Young, Cherry, & Davis, 2003; Sigafoos et al., 2007), compliance (Conyers et al., 2004), 
and social skills (Charlop, Dennis, Carpenter, & Greenberg, 2010; Tetreault & Lerman, 
2010). Additionally VBM has been effectively implemented to enhance vocational (Allen, 
Wallace, Greene, Bowen, & Burke, 2010) and academic skills (Hitchcock et al., 2004).  
VBM has also been utilized to increase appropriate classroom behavior (Lonnecker, 1994) 
and encourage communication in a participant with selective mutism (Pigott & Gonzales, 
1987).  
VBM can be an educational accessory that allows the instructor to produce a 
precise enactment of the targeted skill that can be modeled to a number of students at 
different times and locations (Biederman & Freedman, 2007; Corbett & Abdullah, 2005); 
however the evidence base lacks implementation clarity, inhibiting the transfer of research 
to practice. “Video modeling” is an umbrella term used to describe a wide variety of 
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VBM interventions with and without other components, is employed with participants 
with a variety of disabilities, and is used to enhance a range of skills (Bellini & Akullian, 
2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010). It is plausible that numerous moderators impact the 
effectiveness of VBM yet sufficient assimilation and statistical analysis of the VBM 
research has not occurred to identify the variables that facilitate or hinder the degree to 
which socially valid changes occur. Despite the promising impact of VBM, many gaps 
regarding contextual specificity, such as participant characteristics and targeted outcomes, 
and procedural implementation remain (Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010).  
Variations in Procedural Implementation 
 Many variations in procedural implementation of VBM exist. First, the type of 
model utilized varies in the literature. Video modeling with other as model (VMO) 
involves another person, either an adult or peer, modeling the target skill (Bellini & 
Akullian, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010).  Video self-modeling (VSM) on the other 
hand includes the person of interest accurately performing the targeted skill (Dowrick, 
1999). VSM can be produced utilizing the feedforward method, which involves recording 
the participant accurately producing the targeted skill with assistance such as prompts and 
error correction (Dowrick, Kim-Rupnow, & Power, 2006; Hitchcock et al., 2003). The 
alternative for VSM is positive self-review. Positive self-review involves recording the 
individual for long periods of time until the video footage contains accurate 
implementation of each aspect of the targeted skill (Hitchcock et al., 2004).  Both types 
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require extensive editing prior to viewing, removing any extraneous footage, inaccurate 
exemplars, and assistance from others.   
In addition to different types of model utilized, other variations in procedural 
implementation exist.  First, the video can be produced from a third-person perspective, in 
which the entire scene is visible, or from a first-person perspective, referred to as point-of-
view modeling. In a point-of-view model only the model’s view is displayed (Hines & 
Wolery, 2006; Tetreault & Lerman, 2010).  Additionally, VBM has been implemented 
either alone or as part of a treatment package that includes other interventions such as 
prompting, reinforcement, performance feedback, or error correction procedures. 
Only a few studies have investigated differential effectiveness of VBM based on 
type of model utilized, with mixed results. Cihak and Schrader (2008) implemented an 
alternative treatment design to determine which was more effective in promoting 
acquisition of independent living skills for four adolescents with ASD -- VMO with an 
unknown adult model or VSM. Three of the participants were able to perform each step of 
the VSM task independently before they were able to perform the VMO task 
independently, whereas the other participant did not demonstrate a difference between the 
two model types.  Yet, in another study comparing the effect of model type in the 
acquisition of  independent living skills for three adolescents with developmental 
disabilities, targeted skills were acquired more quickly when VMO was implemented for 
two of the participants (Van Laarhoven, Zurita, Johnson, Grider, & Grider, 2009). Both 
studies utilized least-to-most prompting to correct for errors in skill performance.  In 
addition to analysis of results based on type of model utilized, Van Laarhoven et al. 
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(2009) also analyzed time investment for creation of each type of video and concluded 
that production of the VSM took significantly longer than required for the VMO video. 
Given efficiency and resource-use considerations, clarification regarding the presence or 
absence of differential effects based on the type of VBM implemented have practical 
implications. If there are only minimal or no differences in effectiveness between video 
self-modeling and VMO, VMO would be the more socially valid intervention in terms of 
resource allocation (Bellini & Akullian, 2007).  
 These variable results tentatively indicate that model type and inclusion of 
additional components impact the magnitude of change that occurs. Two of the key 
components for identification as an evidence-based practice are a clearly defined 
intervention protocol and a desired change in the dependent variable that can be attributed 
to the precise implementation of the intervention (Horner et al, 2005).  However, without 
a clearly defined protocol including controlling for additional variables, the causal 
relationship between VBM and the targeted skills cannot be established. Analysis of 
VBM with clear delineation regarding the effectiveness of each type of VBM, as well as 
the impact of the inclusion or exclusion of additional intervention components, does not 
currently exist, preventing the establishment of replication across studies and the 
development of unambiguous implementation protocols (Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010). 
Variation of Participant Characteristics  
In addition to providing information regarding implementation protocol, precise 
descriptions of participant traits for which the intervention yielded the greatest response 
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are necessary to practically convey research results (Horner et al., 2005; McDonald et al., 
2006; Odom, 2009). There is a dearth of information regarding age-specific best practices, 
as well as those strategies that might yield differential effects when comorbid diagnoses 
are present (Ganz et al., 2011). The differential effects of VBM based on particular 
participant characteristics, such as age and primary disability have not previously been 
analyzed. 
VBM has been employed with participants ranging from toddlers to adults and 
with a wide variety of disabilities (Bellini and Akullian, 2007; McCoy & Hermansen, 
2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010).  For instance, Sherer et al. (2001) compared the use of 
VMO and VSM to increase social-communication skills for 5 boys, ages 4-11, with ASD. 
Both model types resulted in increased skills for all participants except for the youngest 
one, for which neither model was effective in improving the targeted outcome. Further, 
Hepting and Goldstein (1996) experienced minimal improvement in socio-communicative 
skills with the implementation of VSM for a 4 year old male with an intellectual 
disability. VSM has also been successful at improving adaptive behavior for 4 males ages 
10-13 with EBD (Kehle, Clark, Jensen, & Wampold, 1986) however, when VSM was 
implemented for 2 males ages 9 and 7 with learning disabilities, mixed results were 
obtained across participants (Lonnecker, Brady, McPherson, & Hawkins, 1994).  
The inconsistent results across participants (Rayner et al., 2009) suggest that 
participant characteristics need to be further explored as potential moderators. 
Additionally, clarification regarding what implementation variables moderate 
effectiveness for which participant characteristics is warranted as it could lend further 
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guidance to practitioners in regards to choosing the appropriate intervention (Odom et al., 
2005). However, this area has not yet been addressed in the VBM research.  
Variability Based on Targeted Outcomes 
In addition to clarifying for whom an intervention is effective and the procedural 
requirements for that  intervention, distinguishing for which targeted skills the practice 
can be expected to have the desired impact is also necessary (Horner et al., 2005). To 
assist with practical implementation, information regarding the efficacy of VBM for 
particular skill sets is necessary. As demonstrated previously, VBM has been 
implemented to teach a broad assortment of skills yet the type of VBM that is most 
effective for which skills with which participants continues to be ambiguous.  
Variable results on targeted outcomes are evident when reviewing the current 
VBM evidence base. For instance, implementation of VBM resulted in increased use of 
pretend play for a 4 and 7 year old with ASD (MacDonald, Clark, Garrigan, & Vangala, 
2005).  Additionally, acquisition of perspective taking occurred for 3 elementary aged 
participants with ASD with the implementation of VBM and reinforcement (LeBlanc et 
al., 2003). However, when VBM was introduced in an effort to teach toilet training to 3 
elementary age participants with ASD, results were inconsistent across participants (Keen, 
Brannigan, and Cuskelly, 2007). Again, the variation in effects on targeted outcomes 
across studies implies VBM may be more effective for certain outcomes than others.  
Research that provides clearer guidance on the type of skill for which VBM would be an 
appropriate intervention is needed.  
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Purpose and Research Questions 
The lack of statistical analysis quantifying the magnitude of change that allows 
one to make comparison between studies is a major limitation of the current VBM 
literature base. Definitive statements regarding the differential effectiveness of VBM 
across implementation variables, participant characteristics, and targeted outcomes have 
not been established. When such quantities of research exist, employing methodical 
procedures to aggregate the individual studies is possible and necessary to derive specific 
and practical information (Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1998) regarding conditions under 
which the treatment protocol will provide the most beneficial results in real-world 
settings. Evaluating single-case studies utilizing the same metric allows one to combine 
the results across studies with similar features (e.g., all studies using VMO alone) and 
compare the effect to studies with different features to provide further clarification 
regarding participant and contextual factors that will and will not yield socially significant 
results (Scruggs & Matropieri, 1998).  
Previous meta-analyses of VBM have been conducted (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; 
Baker, Lang, & O’Reilly, 2009); however, the authors calculated PND for the studies 
reviewed. PND has been questioned regarding its statistical soundness (Parker, Hagan-
Burke, & Vannest, 2007). Further, the inability to calculate confidence intervals with 
PND inhibits the ability to meaningfully compare results across studies and participants 
based on overlap (Kavale, 2010; Parker, Vannest, & Brown, 2009; Vannest, Davis, Davis, 
Mason, & Burke, 2010) and also limits one of the benefits of meta-analysis, the ability to 
assess for variability based on study features (Kavale, 2010; Scruggs & Mastropieri, 
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1998).  Newer statistical indices, such as improvement rate difference (IRD: Parker, 
Vannest, and Brown, 2009), enable the calculation of confidence intervals and analysis of 
potential moderators. This dissertation addresses gaps in the VBM literature, utilizing 
IRD to provide clarity and specificity regarding the practical utility of VBM. 
The first study, Chapter 2, focuses on assessing differential effects that occur 
based on implementation factors such as the type of model implemented and procedural 
implementation for VBM with participants with disabilities via a meta-analysis of single-
case research.  Differential effects based on the type of VBM implemented, the model 
used (i.e., self, peer, or adult), and whether or not VBM was delivered alone, with 
reinforcement, or as part of an intervention package are evaluated. Additionally, the 
quality of research is evaluated.  
Given the ease of delivery and more efficient nature of VMO, the second study, 
Chapter 3, focuses solely on the efficacy of VMO. VMO single-case research was 
evaluated utilizing meta-analytical techniques to determine differential effects that are 
related to participant characteristics and targeted outcomes. Specific participant 
characteristics that are evaluated include age, gender, and diagnostic category. 
Additionally, differential effects that occur when implementation variables are considered 
in conjunction with participant diagnosis are analyzed. Further, the study analyzes 
targeted outcomes as a potential moderator for the magnitude of change that occurs with 
the implementation of VMO.  
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CHAPTER II  
 VIDEO-BASED MODELING: DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS DUE TO 
TREATMENT PROTOCOL 
Educational reform and legislation such as No Child Left Behind (NCLB; (U.S. 
Department of Education, Office of the Deputy Secretary, 2001; U.S. Department of 
Education, Office of the Deputy Secretary, 2001) and revisions to the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act  (Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act, 
2004) obligate schools to utilize research-based teaching practices. Given the emphasis on 
isolating evidence based practices for individuals with disabilities, the literature base has 
been proliferated with seemingly efficacious and promising interventions (Odom, 2009).  
Video-based modeling (VBM) has received much attention as a practice with 
considerable potential for enhancing multiple skills for individuals with disabilities 
(Rayner, Denholm, & Sigafoos, 2009; Shukla-Mehta, Miller, & Callahan, 2010).  
However, questions remain regarding the impact of variations in procedural 
implementation on the efficacy of the intervention.  
VBM induces simulation of observed skills or behaviors by exposing the target 
individual to a model correctly demonstrating the target skill or behavior via a video-
recording (Delano, 2007; Hitchcock, Dowrick, & Prater, 2003).  Theoretically, VBM 
influences skill acquisition via the observational learning and imitative components of 
social learning theory (Delano, 2007; Rayner et al., 2009).   Social learning theory posits 
that a reciprocal process occurs involving a constant interplay between cognitions, 
behavioral responses and the environment (Shukla-Mehta, Miller, & Callahan, 2010). By 
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observing the behaviors of others, individuals are able to learn new skills through 
vicarious observational learning (Bandura, 1969).  From an applied behavior analysis 
standpoint, the behavior of the model serves as an antecedent, as the model’s actions 
prompt the observer to mimic those actions (Nikopoulos & Nikopoulos-Smyrni, 2008).   
The effectiveness of video modeling is dependent on an observer’s ability to 
understand the information to the exclusion of other stimuli, cognitively store the 
information, and then reproduce the observed skill (Nikopoulos & Nikopoulos-Smyrni, 
2008). Furthermore, modeling is thought to be most effective when the model has 
qualities comparable to the observers (Bandura, 1969) and when the observer regards the 
outcome as desirable (Corbett & Abdullah, 2005). VBM provides a feasible and efficient 
means for capitalizing on the educational benefits of imitation and modeling as it allows 
for unlimited exposure to a variety of examples (Ayres, Maguire, & McClimon, 2009). 
Additionally, VBM is an educational tool that allows for a precise enactment of the 
targeted skill that can be modeled to a number of students at numerous times and 
locations (Biederman & Freedman, 2007; Corbett & Abdullah, 2005).  Even if empirical 
evidence indicated statistically identical outcomes between in-vivo and video-based 
modeling, VBM would be more valuable due to the additional advantages related to time 
and cost, as well as continuity across settings (Biederman & Freedman, 2007; Delano, 
2007; Mechling, 2005; Rayner et al., 2009).  
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VBM can be categorized based on the type of model utilized. The categories 
include video modeling with other as model (VMO), video self-modeling (VSM), and 
point-of-view modeling (Bellini & Akullian, 2007). Point-of-view is filmed from the 
perspective of the viewer and utilizes either self or another person as the model (Shukla-
Mehta et al., 2010) and as the observer does not actually see the model, this format is not 
included in the current analysis. Additionally, VBM interventions have been implemented 
either alone, as a primary component of an intervention, or as part of an intervention 
package (Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010).   
VMO involves the individual watching a video of another adult or peer, either 
known or unknown, demonstrating the desired skill with the expectation that the behavior 
will be imitated (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010).  VSM involves the 
target individual performing as the model for the creation of the video (Dowrick, 1999; 
Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010).  VSM is comprised of two distinct subcategories including 
positive self-review and feedforward (Dowrick, 1999; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007). 
Feedforward involves video-recording the individual while he or she is being assisted in 
performing a skill to the best of his or her ability, with the implementation of additional 
interventions including coaching, instruction, and reinforcement, which ensure that each 
step or component of the skill is correctly demonstrated by the target individual, with or 
without prompts or cues (Dowrick, Kim-Rupnow, & Power, 2006; .Dowrick, 1999; 
Hitchcock et al., 2003).  The individual then views an edited video which has had the 
assistance and incorrect performances removed.  Positive self-review, on the other hand, 
involves recording the individual engaged in natural activities and then editing out 
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examples of undesired behavior or inaccurate performance (Dowrick et al., 2006; 
Hitchcock, Prater, & Dowrick, 2004). The final video model is then a sample of the 
individual engaged in only positive exemplars of the targeted outcome (Dowrick, 1999; 
Hitchcock et al., 2003).   
Previous literature reviews (Ayres & Langone, 2005; Delano, 2007; Hitchcock et 
al., 2003; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010) and meta-analyses 
(Baker, Lang, & O'Reilly, 2009; Bellini & Akullian, 2007) have examined the use of 
VBM as an intervention for individuals with disabilities. The qualitative literature reviews 
together cover a span from 1978 to 2008.  However, the qualitative reviews (Ayres & 
Langone, 2005; Delano, 2007; Hitchcock et al., 2003; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007; 
Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010)  lack careful and explicit descriptions of the independent 
variable.  Consideration as an evidence-based intervention that is transferable into practice 
requires explicit description of all components of the independent variable in order to 
promote replication both in future research and applied settings (Horner et al., 2005). The 
published reviews for VBM fail to differentiate variations in procedural implementation.  
Of the three literature reviews that included studies utilizing all three types of 
VBM (Ayres & Langone, 2005; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010), 
only McCoy and Hermansen (2007) and Shukla-Mehta et al (2010) summarized the 
studies based on the type of VBM utilized. Three reviews limited their analyses to VMO 
and VSM (Baker et al., 2009; Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Delano, 2007); however, only 
Bellini & Akullian (2007) considered VMO and VSM as separate interventions.  Of the 
reviews (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Hitchcock, 2003; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007; and 
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Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010) specifically addressing VSM as a separate intervention, none 
identified whether or not the VSM intervention utilized positive self-review or 
feedforward. Additionally, of the studies that examined the use of VMO, only one 
(McCoy & Hermansen, 2007) sorted the studies based on the type of model utilized (i.e., 
adult or peer). Without an examination of the variations in procedural implementation, 
identification of differential effects related to intervention variables is not possible.   
Further, only two reviews have examined VBM delivered alone or as part of an 
intervention package (Delano, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010). Delano’s review of 
VBM interventions that were not part of a treatment package indicated VBM to be 
effective for participants with ASD across a range of targeted skills. However, the study 
did not consider inclusion of prompting and reinforcement as additional intervention 
components (Delano, 2007).  Shukla-Mehta et al. (2010), also reviewing VBM 
interventions for participants with ASD, disaggregated the studies based on procedural 
implementation, considering reinforcement and prompting as additional component.  
Based on their qualitative review, Shukla-Mehta et al. (2010) concluded that the type of 
VBM did not impact the effectiveness, however inclusion of additional components 
appeared to enhance results.  Analysis of VBM with clear delineation between each type 
of VBM, and the variables for each type, as well as differentiation regarding effects based 
on whether the intervention was delivered alone or as part of a package continues to be a 
gap in the research.  
In addition to the qualitative literature reviews, two meta-analyses (Baker et al, 
2009; Bellini & Akullian, 2007) have evaluated the impact of VBM on targeted skills. 
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Both meta-analyses utilized mean percent of non-overlapping data (PND) as the primary 
indicator of effectiveness across studies.  Baker et al. (2009) conducted a meta-analysis on 
use of VBM with participants with emotional disabilities as a primary diagnosis. Baker et 
al. (2009) separated the studies based on targeted skill categories regardless of the type of 
VBM implemented. The reported PND for each skill set addressed (increasing peer 
interaction, increasing appropriate interaction, increasing on-task behavior, and 
decreasing inappropriate behavior) had a range of  0-100%  across all skills with mean 
PNDs across the studies ranging from 14-100% (Baker et al, 2009).   
Bellini and Akullian (2007) also utilized  PND analyses to assess the impact of 
VMO and VSM,, for increasing a variety of skills for individuals with ASD.  Information 
about individual participant outcomes was not noted and the range of the reported mean 
PNDs, 29-100%, indicated variable results.  Utilizing Kruskall-Wallis, the Bellini and 
Akullian (2007) indicated no statistically significant differences in results between VMO 
and VSM, types of targeted skills, and age groups. In addition, Bellini and Akullian found 
many of the studies lacked measures of treatment fidelity and social validity.  
Furthermore, Bellini and Akullian (2007) acknowledged the grouping of VBM with other 
interventions as a limitation in terms of evaluating the benefits of VBM alone. The 
variation in magnitude of change was not explained in either meta-analysis, particularly in 
regards to differential results based on the type of VBM utilized or variations in delivery.  
This is important as the range of results seems to indicate implementation factors may 
moderate the effectiveness of the intervention. 
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The previous qualitative literature reviews (Ayres & Langone, 2005; Delano, 
2007; Hitchcock et al., 2003; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010) and 
quantitative synthesis  (Baker, Lang, & O'Reilly, 2009; Bellini & Akullian, 2007) on 
VBM have several limitations.  First, the inability to calculate p-values or confidence 
intervals with PND prevents meaningful comparison of results across studies and 
participants based on overlap (Kavale, 2010; Parker, Vannest, & Brown, 2009; Vannest, 
Davis, Davis, Mason, & Burke, 2010) and limits one of the benefits of meta-analysis, 
which is the ability to assess for variability based on study features (Kavale, 2010; 
Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1998).  
Second, the reviews failed to differentiate types of VBM and variations in 
procedural implementation. Identifying “video modeling” as an effective intervention, is 
imprecise, as the term is used liberally to embody a wide variety of interventions 
employing the theory of modeling via video recordings (Delano, 2007).  When VBMs are 
evaluated without segregating based on the type of VBM employed as well as the 
additional components included in the intervention, the comparisons cannot be considered 
equivalent (Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010). The previous reviews do not evaluate differences 
in implementation protocols and the impact those protocols are likely to have on treatment 
outcomes.  Partitioning the current VBM literature according to variations in delivery of 
the intervention by model, presentation, and additional components will allow for 
analyses that identify differential effects due to procedural implementation variables. 
Finally, a thorough evaluation of the quality of these studies is warranted. 
Although Bellini and Akullian (2007) evaluated the quality of the VBM studies in their 
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meta-analysis,  clearer and more precise criteria for the assessment of  single-case 
research attributes have been established (Kratochwill & Levine, 2010).  With the 
emphasis on implementing evidence based practices, an assessment of the quality of the 
literature being reviewed to determine the reliability of the studies is necessary (Jitendra, 
Burgess, & Gajria, 2011; Lane, Kalberg, & Shepcaro, 2009). 
The purpose of this meta-analysis is to quantitatively analyze studies utilizing 
VBM to provide specificity regarding the implementation factors that yield the greatest 
magnitude of change on targeted outcomes. The following questions are addressed: (a) 
Are there differential effects on participant outcomes based on the type of VBM? (b) Does 
the model influence the magnitude of effect on outcomes? (c) Are there differential 
effects based on whether VBM is used alone, with reinforcement, or as part of an 
intervention package? In addition to answering these questions the quality of research is 
evaluated. 
Method 
Study Identification  
Search method.  Studies were identified through an electronic search utilizing the 
ERIC and PsycInfo database through the Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA) database. 
Additionally, the Education Full Text database through the Wilson search engine was also 
utilized.  The search was limited to peer-reviewed studies and the following Boolean 
string searches were conducted: modeling or "observational learning” and disability or 
autism or ADHD or "attention deficit hyperactivity disorder" or behavior disorder or 
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"developmental delay" or "mental retardation" and video or videotape or video self-
modeling. The search resulted in 182 articles.  
Inclusion criteria.  Following the literature search, each article was evaluated to 
determine if the criteria for inclusion in the comprehensive review and meta-analysis were 
met. The criteria included: (a) the independent variable was a video based intervention 
using another person or self  as model shown from a third- person perspective; (b) the 
article was published in English; (c) the article was published in a peer –reviewed journal;  
(d) the outcome variable(s) included communication, social skills, academic skills, 
challenging behavior, or adaptive behaviors; (e)  at least one of the participants was 
identified as having a disability; (f) the study utilized a single-case research design 
establishing experimental control as evidenced by three or more phases (i.e., multiple 
baseline, reversal, changing criterion); and (g) raw data were provided in some format 
(i.e., line graph, table) identifying scores with time sequence. Studies implementing VBM 
from a first-person perspective, point-of-view, were excluded.  
 Procedure. Each study was reviewed by two evaluators to determine if the criteria 
were met for inclusion in the study. A third evaluator reviewed any studies for which the 
first two evaluators disagreed or one evaluator was undecided. The decision made by two 
of the three evaluators was the final decision. Of the original 182 identified articles, 53 
met the criteria for inclusion in the study. The primary reason for exclusion was the article 
did not utilize a single-case design. Other reasons included participants did not have 
disabilities, the independent variable was not a VBM, and the study did not establish 
experimental control. The reference lists of these articles were then scanned in an effort to 
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find any studies that had not been identified in the initial search. This process resulted in 3 
additional studies meeting the criteria for inclusion in the meta-analysis. All portions of 
the search process resulted in a total of 56 single-case studies to be included. 
Quality of Research Evaluation 
The quality of research was evaluated utilizing a rubric based on the recommended 
quality indicators of methodologically sound single-case research (Horner et al., 2005; 
Kratochwill & Levin, 2010). The single-case quality indicators according to Horner 
include: (a) describe participants and settings; (b) dependent variable; (c) independent 
variable; (d) baseline; (e) experimental control/validity; and (f) social validity. Horner et 
al. include components for each indicator, a total of 21 components, which further define 
the conditions for meeting the criteria of the component.  Kratochwill et al. (2010) include 
similar indicators, however, the criteria for meeting each indicator is more explicit 
particularly regarding what must exist to meet the standard (e.g., requires a minimum of 3 
data points in a phase and specifies the number of phase changes necessary dependent on 
design). Additionally, Kratochwill et al. (2010) place greater emphasis on evidence 
regarding internal validity including guidelines that must be met when conducting a visual 
analysis to address the question that the implementation of the intervention resulted in a 
consistent and stable pattern of behavior change.  
 Quality Rubric. For the current review a 4-point rating scale approximating that 
utilized by Chard et al. (2009) was developed for each of the 21 components with precise 
and  quantifiable descriptors for each anchor (see Appendix A), based on the criteria 
established by Horner et al. (2005). The rubric is available upon request from the first 
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author. Each study was then scored by the first author for each of the 21 components 
utilizing the scale.  The ratings for each component of a given standard were averaged in 
order to obtain an overall score for the quality standard (i.e., participant selection, 
dependent variable, independent variable.  
An average score of 3 or higher was considered to meet the minimal standards for 
the indicator.  However, if any component received a score of 1, then the indicator was 
considered not to meet minimal standards as it was lacking a significant aspect.  An 
overall quality rating was then calculated by averaging the ratings across all components. 
Horner et al. (2005) indicate all indicators must meet the minimum standards in order to 
be considered methodologically sound.  Given this, any study with one or more indicator 
that earned a score of less than three or a component with a score of 1 was not considered 
to meet the established criteria as a quality research study.  
Extraction of Descriptive Information 
 Each study was reviewed to extract information on key features of the study 
including participant age, disability, and setting, study design, and dependent variables.  
The type of VBM, as well as additional intervention components included with the VBM, 
were noted for the independent variable.  
Potential Moderators Coding 
Moderator  variables can account for  differences in intervention effects, as factors 
that determine the impact, both the direction and potency, the intervention has on the 
outcome (Holmbeck, 1997) and can typically account for discrepancies in results.. Given 
the heterogeneity of individuals with disabilities, identification of for whom and under 
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what conditions an intervention yields meaningful acquisition of the target skill is 
essential (Odom et al., 2005). The studies in this review were coded for the following 
potential moderators: (a) VBM variable (VMO or VSM), (b) model variables, (c) and 
implementation variables. 
VBM variable. This variable was divided into two levels: VMO and VSM. 
Model variables. This included three variables: type of model, familiarity, and 
production. The type of model variable included three levels: other, peer, and self. 
Familiarity, which only applied the VMO studies, consisted of two levels, known and 
unknown. Production consisted of two levels, positive self-review and feedforward, and 
only applied to the VSM studies.  
Implementation variable. The implementation variable consisted of three levels, 
similar to those defined by Shukla-Mehta et al (2010). The levels included alone, with 
reinforcement only, and component of a package. The reinforcement only level included 
studies that delivered reinforcement for attending to the video or for performance of the 
target skill. The component of a package level consisted of any study that employed other 
interventions, such as least-to-most prompting, social stories, role play and discrimination 
training.  
Effect Size and Replication Analysis 
  Although there has been disagreement regarding the most appropriate effect size 
to utilize for single-case analysis, the improvement rate difference (IRD), has been 
applied in a number of recently published meta-analysis (Ganz, Earles-Vollrath, Heath et 
al., 2011; Ganz, Earles-Vollrath, Mason et al., 2011; Vannest, Davis, Davis, Mason, & 
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Burke, 2010; Vannest, Harrison, Parker, Harvey, & Ramsey, 2010).   Furthermore, IRD is 
a popular statistical analysis employed in group research within the medical field, where it 
is referred to as “risk difference” (Parker et al., 2009; Sacket, Richardson, Rosenbert, & 
Haynes, 1997).   
Robust IRD is a variation of  IRD that is less susceptible to variation due to 
outliers, resulting in a more dependable measure of change (Parker, Vannest, & Davis, 
2011).   Just like IRD, robust IRD is an effect size based on non-overlap of data between 
the baseline and intervention phase, (Parker et al., 2009) which also provides a means for 
the calculation of confidence intervals.  Robust IRD quantifies the amount of 
improvement that occurs in the intervention phase beyond the improvement that occurred 
in the baseline phase (Parker et al., 2009). Robust IRD is equal to Phi in a 2x2 matrix 
(Parker et al., 2011) 
With possible values ranging from -1 to 1, positive effects range from greater than 
0 to 1 and deterioration effects range from -1 to less than 0. Robust IRD values of less 
than .5 can be described as minute, or less than chance. Likewise, scores from .50 to .70 
can be expressed as moderate change, whereas scores above .70 can be judged as 
considerable effects (Parker et al., 2009).   
Phase contrasts. Effect sizes for phase contrasts were calculated in order to obtain 
a measure of the magnitude of change that occurred between a minimum of two phases. 
The baseline and initial intervention phase (A vs. B) were contrasted for each level 
included in a study yielding individual effect sizes. For reversal designs (A1B1A2 B2), 
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only adjacent phases were contrasted (i.e., A1 vs. B1 and A2 vs. B2) and then aggregated as 
this method is congruent with visual analysis.     
  For multiple baseline studies utilizing more than one intervention phase (ABC), 
A vs. B contrast and A vs. C contrast were conducted and then individual effect sizes 
were combined when appropriate, depending on the intervention of interest.   The levels 
were then aggregated to obtain an overall effect size for those multiple baseline designs in 
which the intervention, dependent variable, and contextual factors were similar. 
Maintenance and generalization were not included in phase contrasts.  
Individual phase contrast effect sizes were than combined as appropriate in order 
to obtain a single effect size for a given dependent (moderator) variable. In order to 
combine the effect sizes, they are first weighted by the inverse of their standard error, 
which is automatically completed as part of the calculations in the statistical software.  
Effect size calculation. Robust IRD was calculated for each study as well as for 
each participant and level in the included studies. Overlap was specified to be any data 
point in the baseline phase tied with or higher than a data point in the intervention phase 
or any data point in the intervention phase tied with or lower than a data point in the 
baseline phase. After the overlapping data points were identified, the minimum number of 
removed data points necessary to eliminate overlap was determined. The overlapping data 
points were then divided equally between each contrasted phase and the resulting ratios, 
improved to not improved totals, were entered into a 2 x 2 matrix for each contrast 
(Parker, Vannest, & Davis, 2011). 
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The data were then entered into the “risk analysis” module, specifically for meta-
analysis research, of the Number Cruncher Statistical Software (NCSS: Hintze, 2002). 
This meta-analysis module is constructed from the difference of the separate ratios.  The 
independent effect size (IRD) and combined effect sizes were then calculated. For the 
combined effect sizes, NCSS weights each individual effect size based on the “inverse of 
the standard error” and calculates a statistically average effect size utilizing algorithms 
developed for meta-analyses. The NCSS output also produces a Forest Plot of the 
bootstrap confidence interval for each calculated effect size, providing a graphic depiction 
allowing for visual analysis of replication and outliers (Hintze, 2002).  
Statistical Significance 
 With the purpose of distinguishing differences between levels of the moderators, 
tests of statistical significance were conducted. This was achieved through the use of 
83.4% confidence intervals. Statistically significant (p = .05) differences can be said to 
have occurred when the confidence intervals of a given measure, in this case robust IRD  
effect size, do not overlap at the upper and lower limits (Payton, Miller, & Raun, 2000; 
Payton, Greenstone, & Schenker, 2003; Schenker & Gentleman, 2001). This test of 
nonoverlap is equivalent to student t-test of statistical significance (p=.05) and, through 
the use of a forest plot , allows for a visual analysis of statistical significant differences 
between multiple effect sizes (Payton et al, 2000). All confidence intervals were 
computed at the 83.4% level.   
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Interrater Reliability 
Quality rubric. In order to assess the reliability of the quality coding, 33% of the 
studies were coded by a second evaluator who was unaware of the initial coding results. 
Simple percent agreement [(agreement/agreements +disagreements) x 100] was calculated 
for each of the 21 components. Percent of agreement for each component can be found in 
Table 1 noting that the mean percent of agreement was 90% with a range of 83-100%.  As 
the rubric utilized ordinal data linear weighted (LW) Kappa was calculated. The obtained 
LW Kappa for the combined rubric was .80. Although percent of agreement was 
adequate, obtained LW Kappa ranged from .56 to 1 across components, for which 
individual scores can be found in Table 1.  As the top end of the scale was predominantly 
utilized across most components, Kappa overcorrected for the imbalance in scale usage 
(Brennan & Prediger, 1981). Thus, prevalence and bias adjusted Kappa for ordinal scales 
(PABAK-OS) was calculated for each component, as well as the aggregated results for 
each indicator.  
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Table 1.   
 
Summary of interrater reliability for quality indicator components. 
Indicator Component % agreement LW 
Kappa 
Pabak 
0S 
95% CI p-value 
Participant and 
Setting 
Participant 
Characteristics  
100 1 1 [.77, 1.23] <.000 
Selection 83 0.87 0.89 [.67, 1.1] <.000 
Setting 94 0.92 0.95 [.72, 1.17] <.000 
Overall 94 0.96 0.95 [.81, 1.1] <.000 
Dependent 
Variable 
Description 89 0.59 0.85  <.000 
Description of Valid 
Measure 
89 0.8 0.9 [.67, 1.13 <.000 
Frequency of 
Measurement 
83 0.67 0.85 [.62, 1.08] <.000 
IOA 94 - 0.95 [.72, 1.18] <.000 
Overall 88 0.7 0.89 [.77, 1] <.000 
Independent 
Variable 
Description 94 0.77 0.95 [.72, 1.1] <.000 
Manipulation 83 0.57 0.85 [.62, 1.08] <.000 
Fidelity 94 0.96 0.95 [.72, 1.19] <.000 
Overall 91 0.91 0.92 [.78, 1.05] <.000 
Baseline Dependent Variable 83 0.75 0.85 [.62, 1.08] <.000 
Baseline conditions 89 0.69 0.9 [.67, 1.13] <.000 
Overall 88 0.72 0.87 [.71, 1.04] <.000 
Experimental 
Control/Internal 
Validity 
Design establishes 94 0.92 0.95 [.72, 1.17] <.000 
Threats restricted 83 0.72 0.85 [.62, 1.1] <.000 
Pattern of results 94 0.93 0.95 [.72, 1.18] <.000 
Overall 91 0.87 0.92 [.78, 1.05] <.000 
External Validity Replication of Results 94 0.77 0.95 [.72, 1.18] <.000 
Social Validity DV socially important 100 1 1 [.77, 1.23] <.000 
Change socially 
impactful 
89 0.68 0.9 [.67, 1.13] <.000 
Practical and Cost 
effective 
83 0.76 0.85 [.62, 1.08] <.000 
Typical implementation 83 0.7 0.85 [.62, 1.08] <.000 
Overall 89 0.8 0.9 [.79, 1.01] <.000 
 
PABAK-OS is a new measure of interrater reliability for ordinal scales that 
differentially weights disagreements based on degree of disagreement (Parker, Vannest, & 
Davis, 2011). Thus, with a 5-point scale, a 1-2 disagreement is given more credit than a 1-
5 disagreement.  Additionally, PABAK-OS does not overcorrect for unequal use of the 
scale nor give differential credit based on which portions of the scale are utilized, 
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problems frequently encountered with the more common reliability measure such as, 
Cohen’s Kappa (Parker et al., 2011). The  scores for each rater were placed into a 4 x 4 
agreement matrix  which was then inserted into the PABAK-OS calculator with half 
credit given for disagreements within one (Vannest, Parker, & Gonan, 2011).   The 
obtained PABAK-OS for the components ranged from .89 to 1. PABAK-OS for each 
individual score for each component can be found in Table 1.  Based on reliability cutoff 
standard of 80% agreement and a reliability index of at least 60% (Horner et al., 2005), 
the findings suggests adequate inter-rater reliability for the quality indicator rubric.  
Moderators.  The coding for moderator variables was completed by both the 
investigator and another rater for 37% of the studies in order to establish inter-rater 
reliability.  Interrater agreement was determined by a simple percent agreement.  Percent 
of agreement across variables was 100%.   
Robust IRD. From the 56 studies a total of 233 robust IRD matrices were 
calculated.  Of these, 68% were individually computed by the author and another rater to 
ensure reliable calculations. Interrater agreement was determined by a simple percent 
agreement (agreement/agreements +disagreements) x 100) calculation. The overall 
agreement was 94%.  The 10 disagreements were discussed between the two raters and 
then the IRDs were computed again until 100% agreement was achieved. The 
disagreements were due to human error and difficult-to-read graphs.  
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Results 
Descriptive Summary of Studies  
 Of the 56 studies included in the analysis, 42 utilized VMO as the intervention and 
18 included VSM. The total exceeds the total number of studies because four of the 
articles included both VMO and VSM (Cihak & Shrader, 2008; Marcus & Wilder, 2009; 
Sherer et al., 2001; Van Laarhoven, Zurita, Johnson, Grider, & Grider, 2009). A total of 
177 participants were included in the studies.  The VMO studies included participants 
ranging in age from 2-72 with diagnoses of either ASD or intellectual disability. The 
VSM studies included participants ranging in age from 4 to the late 20s with diagnoses of 
ASD, intellectual disability, emotional behavioral disorders, or learning disabilities.  Both 
the VMO and VSM studies addressed a variety of targeted outcomes including socio-
communicative, play, academic, adaptive behavior, and independent living skills. A 
summary of descriptive information obtained from each of the included VMO and VSM 
articles can be found in Appendices B and C respectively.  
Intervention components.  Of the 42 studies implementing VMO, 40% utilized a 
model unknown to the participants and 31% utilized a model with whom the participants 
were familiar. Twenty-nine percent of the studies did not specify whether or not the 
participants were familiar with the model. Adults were the models for 55% of the studies 
peers were the models for 48%. One study (Keen, Brannigan, & Cuskelly, 2007) utilized 
animated models to teach toilet training to children with autism, and although this was 
considered a VMO intervention, the model does not fit into either the adult or peer 
category. 
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 VMO was implemented as part of a package in 23% of the studies. Other 
interventions included with VMO were error correction procedures (e.g., least-to-most 
prompting) (Bidwell & Rehfeldt, 2004; Cihak & Shrader, 2008; Gena, Couloura, & 
Kymissis, 2005; Haring, Kennedy, Adams, & Pitts-Conway, 1987; Marcus & Wilder, 
2009; Mechling, Pridgen, & Cronin, 2005; Murzynski & Bourret, 2007; Rehfeldt, 
Dahman, Young, Cherry, & Davis, 2003; Taber-Doughty, Patton, & Brennan, 2008; 
Taylor, Levin, & Jasper, 1999; Van Laarhoven et al., 2009), in-vivo modeling (Gena et 
al., 2005; Haring et al., 1987), social stories (Sansosti & Powell-Smith, 2008), and picture 
cards (Keen et al., 2007). VMO was used alone in 45% of the studies; 24% included 
reinforcement and no other components with the VMO intervention.  
 Of the 18 studies utilizing VSM, 55% implemented feedforward VSM and 50% 
implemented positive self-review.  The total exceeds 100% because Buggey (2005) 
included two experiments utilizing feedforward and one utilizing positive self-review. 
Forty-four percent of the studies implemented VSM alone whereas 22% included 
reinforcement with the intervention. VSM was implemented with other components such 
as error correction procedures, role play, discrimination training and self-monitoring for 
33% of the included studies. 
 Quality of studies. Utilizing the quality indicator rubric, each study included in 
the analysis was rated on the 21 components that comprised the seven quality indicators 
of single-case research (Horner et al., 2005). Fifteen of the VMO and 5 of the VSM 
studies met the minimum standards across all 7 indicators and 21 components (indicated 
by an asterisk by the QI average in Appendices B and C). Failing to meet minimal 
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standards for the Independent Variable indicator was the primary reason for not meeting 
minimum standards overall, because only 28% and 45% of the VMO and VSM studies, 
respectively, included measurement of fidelity of implementation.  The 15 quality VMO 
studies were completed by 15 authors and yielded 53 IRD effect size calculations; the 
average IRD = .82 (CI [.80, 84]) with an IRD range of -.17 to .96.  Twenty IRD effect size 
calculations ranging from -.27 to .88 were obtained from the 5 VSM studies that met the 
quality study criteria; the average IRD = .61 (CI [.56, 65]). 
Effect Size and Replication Analyses 
 Overall. When a study included participant data replicated for the same 
independent and dependent variable the IRDs were combined.  This resulted in a total of 
233 IRD effect sizes across the 56 studies and 177 participants.  The results yielded an 
average IRD across studies of IRD = .81 (CI [.80, .82]) with an IRD range from -.26 to 
.96. The large effect size and confined confidence interval lends further evidence that 
VBM is an effective intervention for individuals with disabilities. However, the wide 
range of results suggests variations in implementation yield differential effects. It was 
hypothesized that the type of VBM utilized as well as protocol variation and inclusion of 
other components facilitated disparate outcomes. Moderating variables were analyzed to 
determine if differential effects occur based on implementation protocol. The initial 
moderating variable analyzed was exploration of differential effects based on the three 
levels of the implementation variable including alone, with reinforcement, or part of a 
package. The IRD calculated for each of the variables indicated high effects across 
variables; however, VBM with reinforcement IRD of .86 (CI [.84, .88]) was significantly 
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higher than VBM alone (IRD = .81, CI [.79, .82]) and VBM as part of a package (IRD= 
.75, CI [.73, .77]). Additionally, the calculated effect size for VBM as part of a package 
was significantly lower than both VBM alone and with reinforcement.  
VBM variable.  Of the 233 IRD effect sizes, 171 of the IRD effect sizes were for 
the VMO studies and 62 were for the VSM studies. No statistically significant difference 
was found when comparing VMO to VSM. VMO yielded a combined effect size of .82 
with an IRD range of -.25 to .96.  Likewise, VSM yielded a combined effect size of .79 
with an IRD range of -.26 to .95.  Again, the broad range of effect sizes suggests effects 
are likely moderated by other variables. 
As is illustrated in Figure 1, the data from two VMO studies (Char lop-Christy & 
Daneshvar, 2003; Rosenberg, Schwartz, & Davis, 2010) and two VSM  studies (Hepting 
& Goldstein, 1996; Hitchcock et al., 2004) yielded overall IRD effect sizes that were 
significantly smaller than the overall IRD of .81 and for the results obtained for the rest of 
the studies.  Charlop-Christy and Daneshvar (2003), utilizing a multiple-baseline design 
across participants and tasks, implemented video modeling to increase perspective taking 
for three males. Although some improvement did occur, a pattern of results was not 
evident across all participants and tasks. Using commercially and custom created VMO to 
teach hand washing to three preschoolers with autism, Rosenberg et al. (2010) 
demonstrated skill acquisition with only one of the participants. Hepting and Goldstein 
(1995) implemented a VSM intervention to increase verbalizations with three preschool 
aged children. Improvement did occur across participants; however, all required several 
exposures to the VSM before gains were evident. 
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Figure 1. Forest plot of studies 83.4% CIs by model.  
Note. Each circle represents the combined IRD effect size for a particular model within a single 
study. Diamonds represent the omnibus effect size for each level of the model variable. 
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It was hypothesized that one variable that likely moderates the outcomes was type 
of model. Eighteen VSM studies and 41 of the included VMO studies contributed to this 
analysis (Keen et al., 2007, was not included due to the animated model). The calculated 
effect sizes all yielded a high magnitude of change across the type of model variable, 
however, as is evident by non-overlapping confidence intervals (see Figure 1), statistically 
significant differences exist. Peer as Model yielded the smallest effect size (.70) and Adult 
as Model yielded the largest effect size (.87). Thus, when considered together there is not 
a differential effect between VMO and VSM. However, when disaggregated by type of 
model, VMO with adult as model is significantly more effective than VSM.  
VMO. The 42 VMO studies were further analyzed to explore differential effects 
based on applicable implementation and model variables. The data for the familiarity 
variable, as well as implementation variable  from the analyzed studies was further 
disaggregated based on type of VBM to explore applicable differential effects.  
As was previously discussed, results of the analysis based on the model variable 
utilized indicated statistically significant differences in magnitude of change when an 
adult was used as model as opposed to a peer. The VMO studies were further analyzed 
based on the two levels of the familiarity variable, known and unknown, to determine if 
differences existed. The IRD calculated for both indicated large effect sizes with 
overlapping confidence intervals (see Figure 2) indicating no statistically significant 
differences between the two levels. 
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Figure 2. VMO IRD and 83.4% CIs for levels of familiarity and  implementation variables. 
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In an effort to address the research question regarding implementation an analysis 
of the implementation variable with the levels alone, with reinforcement, and as part of a 
package was conducted. Again, effect size calculation based on implementation yielded 
large effect sizes (see Figure 2) across all levels. However, the obtained effect size for 
VMO with reinforcement (.88) is significantly higher than the other levels, 
implementation alone (.80) and as part of a package (.74). Additionally, the obtained 
effect size for VMO implementation as part of a package was significantly smaller than 
obtained results for the other two levels.   
VSM.  The18 studies employing VSM were analyzed to determine if differential 
effects occurred based on the implementation variable as well as the production variable. 
The production variable(applicable only to VSM) included the two levels previously 
described, positive self-review and feedforward Results (see Figure 3) indicated large 
effect sizes for both positive self-review (.82) and feedforward (.77) with no statistically 
significant differences as indicated by overlapping confidence intervals. 
Again to address the research question regarding implementation of VSM an 
analysis of the implementation variable with the same levels as those utilized for the 
overall analysis of implementation and for VMO, was conducted. Eight of the VSM 
studies implemented VSM alone, 6 implemented VSM as part of a package, and only 4 
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Figure 3. Forest plot of VSM IRDs and 83.4% CIs  by levels of production and implementation 
variables. 
  
.78 << .82 >> ,85
.74 << .77 >> .80
.74 << .78 >> .82
.61 << .66 >> .72
.80 << .83 >> .86
.76 << .79 >> .82
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implemented VSM with reinforcement only. Results are visually depicted in Figure 3. 
Large effect sizes were found for those studies utilizing VSM alone (.78) and VSM as part 
of a package (.83), whereas those studies utilizing VSM with reinforcement yielded a 
moderate effect size (.66). The smaller effect size obtained for VSM with reinforcement 
demonstrated a statistically significant (p=.05) difference from VSM alone and as part of 
a package as is evident by the non-overlapping confidence intervals (Figure 3).    
Discussion 
The purpose of this meta-analysis was to evaluate the evidence base for the use of 
VBM as an intervention for individuals with disabilities. Overall results indicate large 
effects with moderate to large effects for nearly all of the included studies which is 
consistent with Bellini and Akullian’s (2007) previous meta-analysis. Further analysis of 
moderators provides clarity regarding which implementation variables produce the 
greatest magnitude of change on participant outcomes. Results of the meta-analyses 
answer the research questions regarding differential effects that occur based on the type of 
VBM and the influence of the model on magnitude of effect, as well as differential effects 
that occur based on whether VBM is used alone, with reinforcement, or as part of an 
intervention package.  Additionally, the evaluation of the quality of research addresses the 
question regarding the methodological soundness of the VBM research.  
The study first sought to identify if any differences in magnitude of effect occur 
when VMO was implemented as opposed to VSM.  When considered in aggregate, 
statistical comparison of VMO to VSM indicate large effect sizes for both with no 
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differential effects based on the type of VBM utilized, consistent with results obtained by 
Bellini and Akullian (2007). However, when disaggregated based on type of model, 
differences in results are clear.   
The second question addressed by this study is whether differential effects occur 
based on the type of model utilized.  Contrary to what might be expected given the 
guidelines that modeling and thus VBM is most effective when the model resembles the 
observer (Bandura, 1969), results of this analysis indicate VMO with adult as model is 
more effective than VMO with peer as model and VSM.  Familiarity of the VMO did not 
result in differential effects nor were differential effects indicated between VSM 
feedforward and positive self-review.  From a practical standpoint this finding is 
promising because VMO with an adult is the most efficient method for producing a video 
model.  VSM is likely the most challenging to produce due to the lengthy editing process 
as well as the prompting required for feedforward and the lengthy recording time required 
for positive self-review.  In fact, the complexity for producing an effective VSM may be 
one of the factors contributing to the lower effect sizes.  However, this does not mean 
VSM should not be used because large effect sizes were obtained for VSM. Additionally, 
VMO studies were primarily implemented with participants with ASD and ID whereas 
empirical evidence for VSM includes participants with other disabilities such as learning 
disability and emotional disturbance. Given this, there is a lack of empirical evidence to 
support the use of VMO with individuals with disabilities such as emotional behavior 
disorders and learning disabilities.  Given the lack of differential effects when comparing 
positive self-review to feedforward, the implementation of feedforward is likely the better 
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option as positive self-review is the more challenging video to produce, potentially 
requiring a considerable amount of time to collect an adequate sample of the target 
behavior (Buggey, 2005; Dowrick, 1999).    
Differential effects that occur due to variations in the implementation protocol are 
another question addressed by this review. When disaggregated based on implementation 
variables such as whether VBM was implemented alone or as part of package, differential 
effects are clarified.  Considering all types of VBM together, the results indicate VBM 
with reinforcement yields greater effects than VBM alone and as part of a package which 
is consistent with recommendations provided by Shukla-Mehta (2010) that reinforcement 
be included as part of the intervention.  Additionally, VBM implemented as part of a 
package demonstrated significantly smaller effects on the targeted outcomes than alone or 
with reinforcement.  Analysis of the intervention variable for VMO yielded the same 
results, however, results for VSM indicated no difference between VSM alone or as part 
of a package, whereas VSM with reinforcement yielded statistically significant smaller 
effect sizes.  Given that the majority of the VMO studies involved participants with ASD, 
it is hypothesized that the reason VBM as part of a package was less effective is due to 
learner characteristics. Bellini and Akullian (2007) have suggested the efficacy of VBM 
with individuals with ASD may be attributable to the removal of the need to communicate 
with others while engaging in the learning component of the task. Additionally, VBM 
capitalizes on the propensity of participants with ASD to focus on visual stimuli to 
facilitate learning (Ayres et al., 2009).  Thus, adding additional components such as least-
to-most prompting and role play might actually reduce the effectiveness of the 
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intervention.  Given the small number of VSM studies included in each category, the 
results must be viewed with caution. Additional research utilizing VSM alone and with 
reinforcement in particular needs to be conducted before definitive statements can be 
made in regards to the most efficacious protocol.  
Review of the quality of VBM research indicated both VMO and VSM can be 
considered to be evidence-based practices.  Fifteen VMO studies, completed by 15 
different authors with 53 IRD effect sizes, met at least minimum quality standards. 
Additionally, 5 of the 18 VSM, completed by five authors with a total of 20 IRD effect 
sizes met the minimum standards.  The overall primary reason for studies not meeting 
quality standards was a lack of reported fidelity measurement. Lack of fidelity measures 
inhibits the capacity to make inferences that the results of the study were due to the 
effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the intervention (Cook, Tankersley, & Landrum, 2009; 
Gresham, MacMillan, Beebe-Frankenberger, & Bocian, 2000)   Bellini and Akullian 
(2007) pointed out that the reason for the lack of fidelity measurement is likely due to the 
nature of VBM in that the video is produced and then viewed by the observer. However, 
such features of VBM interventions such as implementation schedule and whether or not 
reinforcement or prompts were used is important procedural information. The lack of 
fidelity measures limits the confidence in the results of the study and also limits the 
practical application of the intervention. 
Limitations  
Several limitations exist for this meta-analysis.  Primarily, although many of the 
studies did not meet quality standards, they were not eliminated from the meta-analysis. 
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The decision not to eliminate the studies was twofold. First, the standards (Horner, et al, 
2005; Kratochwill & Levin, 2011) utilized by the authors to establish criteria have been 
developed only as a guide and no steadfast guidelines for evaluation of rigorous single-
case methodology currently exist.  Second, many of the studies did not meet quality due 
to limited descriptions of factors that facilitate replication and failure to address social 
validity questions. Although these are omissions that limit the ability to expand on the 
knowledge regarding VBM as well as the practical application of VBM, the omissions do 
not interfere with internal validity, a necessary component for statements regarding 
intervention causality.  
The lack of fidelity measures, however, does limit the confidence one can have in 
intervention efficacy and is a common limitation of educational research (Cochrane & 
Laux, 2008; Conroy, Stichter, Daunic, & Haydon, 2008).  However, elimination of the 
studies would have resulted in a significantly smaller sample size that would have yielded 
inconclusive results. Inclusion of fidelity of implementation measures is an area to be 
addressed in future research to increase the empirical support of VBM, as well as to assist 
with the establishment of operationalized treatment procedures.  Another limitation is the 
inclusion of only published research which, given the inherent bias towards only 
successful interventions, discounts those instances in which VBM was not effective in 
changing the targeted outcome.   
Implications for Future Research  
Results of this meta-analysis suggest several questions to be addressed by future 
research. Although the results indicate VMO with adults as models is most effective, 
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questions regarding for whom and for what remain unanswered. Future research, perhaps 
in the vein of a meta-analysis should further explore this area, considering participant age 
and disability categories as well as targeted outcomes.  Expansion in this regard might 
lend evidence that VSM and/or VMO with peers are more effective for certain 
participants than VMO with adult. This more precise desegregation would further assist in 
establishment of specificity regarding the conditions for implementation of VBM.  
Further, as has been previously mentioned, expanded details to facilitate replication as 
well as measures to address social validity are necessitated.   
In summary ample evidence exists to suggest VBM interventions are efficacious 
intervention across variables. Perhaps even more promising is that the most efficient 
method, VMO with adult as model, tends to produce the greatest magnitude of change on 
the targeted outcome. Additionally, greater effects occur when supplemented with 
reinforcement only, resulting in a highly practical and manageable educational 
intervention for individuals with disabilities.  
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CHAPTER III 
MODERATING FACTORS OF VIDEO-MODELING WITH OTHER AS MODEL: 
A META-ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-CASE STUDIES* 
The implementation of evidence-based practices (EBPs) is critical to improving 
the behavioral and learning outcomes for individuals with disabilities (Cook, Tankersley, 
& Landrum, 2009). Guidelines for determining an EBP for single-case research include at 
least 5 published, peer-reviewed and methodologically sound studies carried out by a 
minimum of 3 different investigators from three different geographical locations with a 
minimum of 20 participants across studies (Horner et al., 2005; Kratochwill et al., 2010). 
However, quantitative identification of effective practices for individuals with disabilities 
is often more challenging given the heterogeneity across and within the various disability 
categories (Montgomery, 2006). Of particular importance is identifying under what 
circumstances, including target population traits, intervention package components, and 
targeted outcomes, a particular intervention does and does not yield meaningful changes 
(McDonald, Keesler, Kauffman, & Schneider, 2006).  
 
  
                                                 
* Reprinted with permission from “Moderating Factors of video-modeling with other as 
model: A meta-analysis of single-case studies” by Rose A. Mason, Jennifer B. Ganz, 
Richard P. Parker, Mack B. Burke, and Siglia P. Camargo , 2012. Research in 
Developmental Disabilities, 33 (4), 1076- 1086. doi: 10.1016/j.ridd.2012.01.016 
Copyright 2012 ElSevier LTD. 
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Video based modeling (VBM) is a frequently investigated intervention in special 
education research literature and has been identified as an evidenced based intervention 
(Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Nikopoulos & Nikopoulos-Smyrni, 2008; Rayner, Denholm, & 
Sigafoos, 2009). VBM, the process of recording the performance of targeted behaviors 
with the anticipation that the observer will cognitively internalize and later reproduce the 
observed behaviors (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; C. H. Hitchcock, Dowrick, & Prater, 2003; 
McCoy & Hermansen, 2007), has several advantages.  First, VBM techniques take 
advantage of the effectiveness of modeling and visual strategies for improving skills 
(Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Biederman & Freedman, 2007). Second, VBM integrates 
technological modalities into instruction providing a precise and accurate exemplar of the 
skills being taught (Ayres & Langone, 2005). Third, presentation of VBM is uniform 
across trials and can be repeated within and across participants (Ayres & Langone, 2005).   
VBM may be presented in three distinct variations, including (a) video-modeling 
with other as model (VMO), (b) video self-modeling, and (c) point-of-view modeling 
(Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010). VMO requires recording an adult or peer acting out a script 
demonstrating the targeted skill (Allen, Wallace, Renes, Bowne, & Burke, 2010), whereas 
video self-modeling involves recording the targeted individuals performance of a skill 
(Hitchcock, Dowrick, and Prater, 2003). The third option, point-of of-view modeling, 
involves recording the model from the perspective of the model, thus the actual model is 
not seen in the video (Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010). Instead of  recording the entire scene, 
the camera may be placed at the model’s shoulder level, recording only the model’s hands 
completing a task (e.g., assembling a sandwich). VMO and video self-modeling are cited 
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most frequently in the literature base and both have been identified as being effective for 
individuals with disabilities (Bellini & Akullian, 2007).  Video self-modeling, however, is 
more complicated and requires the targeted individual to perform the skill via prompting 
or capturing enough footage of the individual accurately performing the skill in the 
natural setting without guidance from others (Dowrick, 1999; McCoy & Hermansen, 
2007) . Video self-modeling requires more time for recording and editing, as prompting 
from others and inaccurate performances have to be deleted (Dowrick et al., 2006; 
Hitchcock, Prater, & Dowrick, 2004).  
Given the complexity of video self-modeling and point-of-view modeling 
preparation, VMO has previously been noted as the more practical option (Bellini & 
Akullian, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010).  However, despite the potential of VMO for 
efficiently improving targeted outcomes for individuals with disabilities and the practical 
appeal (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Shukla Mehta et al,, 2010), a thorough examination has 
not yet been conducted of the differential effects based on potential moderators such as (a) 
participant characteristics, (b) intervention package components by participant 
characteristics, and (c) targeted outcomes. Moderating variables are factors that  either 
limit or enhance the  magnitude of change that occurs on the dependent variable in the 
presence of the independent variable (Holmbeck, 1997). An evaluation of potential 
moderators based on these factors would potentially provide clarity and facilitate practical 
implementation by distinguishing with whom, and for what skills, VMO is most likely to 
produce desired results.  
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Three qualitative reviews (Delano, 2007; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007; Shukla-
Mehta et al., 2010) and one quantitative review (Bellini & Akullian, 2007) have 
considered VMO as a category separately from other versions of VBM.   Delano (2007) 
included 12 studies utilizing VMO in a review of VBM studies for individuals with ASD 
published between the years of 1985 to 2005. The review did not describe participant 
characteristics such as age or gender nor were results disaggregated based on the type of 
VBM implemented.  Nevertheless, the review did indicate that 25% of the VMO studies 
reported mixed results across participants. Delano hypothesized that VMO alone, that is 
without additional intervention package components, may not have been sufficient for 
changing the increased skill. The review did not indicate if VMO appeared to be more or 
less effective for certain skills.  
McCoy and Hermansen (2007) reviewed the use of VBM interventions with 
participants with ASD, disaggregating the studies based on type of model utilized. Of the 
34 included studies published between 1987 and 2006, 18 investigated VMO. The studies 
included a total of 46 participants, 22 of whom had ASD, ranging in age from 3 to 20.  
McCoy and Hermansen (2007) reported generally positive results, although it was noted 
that additional components, such as live modeling, feedback, prompting, and picture 
schedules may have influenced the results. The review did not address variations in results 
due to participant characteristics such as age, gender, or the presence of a comorbid 
disability. Again, differential effects based on targeted outcome were not reviewed.  
 In the most recent literature review, Shukla-Mehta et al. (2010) reviewed 
published studies that implemented VBM to increase social and communication skills for 
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participants with ASD.  Shukla-Mehta et al. considered the type of VBM utilized and also 
separated the studies based on whether VBM was delivered alone or as a component of a 
package.  Based on17 studies that utilized VMO, Shukla-Mehta et al. concluded that 
VBM implemented as part of a package was more effective in improving social and 
communication skills than VBM implemented alone for participants with ASD.  
Magnitude of change was not calculated and information regarding whether this was 
consistent across participant characteristics was not included as a component of this 
analysis.  Additionally, published studies that targeted other skills such as play and/or 
independent living were not included.  
In a meta-analysis comparing the use of video self-modeling with VMO for 
participants with ASD, Bellini and Akullian (2007) reviewed  23 studies published 
between the years 1980 to 2005.  Utilizing percent of non-overlapping data for, Bellini 
and Akullian determined that both VMO and video self-modeling were effective 
interventions for individuals with ASD. Further, a Kruskall-Wallis test found no 
statistically significant differences in magnitude of change between the implementation of 
VMO and video self-modeling for individuals with ASD indicating that both were equally 
effective. However, as demonstrated in Chapter 2, when further disaggregated by type of 
model as a moderator with levels of self, other, and peer, statistically significant (p = .05) 
differences were obtained. VMO with adult as model yielded stronger effects than VMO 
with peer as model and video self-modeling.  Differential effects based on participant 
characteristics and  targeted skill were not analyzed, although a qualitative review 
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indicated variable results across skills. Additionally, differential effects based on the 
inclusion of additional intervention package components was not addressed.  
The above noted reviews (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Delano, 2007; McCoy & 
Hermansen, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010) clearly indicate VMO as an advantageous 
intervention, however, contextual specificity, particularly as it relates to participant 
characteristics, intervention package components, and targeted outcomes is not 
addressed. Although Chapter 2 of this study disaggregated the studies of VMO based on 
implementation variables, finding VMO with reinforcement to be the most effective, 
disaggregation of the VMO studies based on disabilities and implementation variables 
has not occurred.  Knowledge of additional components that may increase the 
effectiveness of VMO with known participant characteristics, such as primary disability, 
would assist with practical implementation. Despite the indication of the effectiveness for 
VMO for participants with ASD, limited information exists regarding the suitability for 
other populations such as those with developmental disabilities. Additionally, factors 
related to participant  characteristics, such as age or gender that may influence the 
magnitude of change are not addressed.  Further, information regarding for which 
outcome variables VMO may be most effective is not currently available. Without 
information regarding these contextual factors, conclusive decisions regarding the 
evidence-base of video modeling is not possible (Horner et al., 2005). Further, decisions 
about for whom VMO produces improvements and for what specified skills cannot be 
made, limiting the practical utility of the practice (McDonald et al., 2006).  
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The current study focuses on a quantitative meta-analysis of those studies within 
the single-case research literature utilizing VMO as the independent variable.  Meta-
analytic procedures can assist with filling current gaps in the literature by aggregating 
individual single-case studies to derive specific and practical information regarding the 
conditions under which the practice will provide the most beneficial results in real-world 
settings (Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1998).  The goal of the current meta-analysis was to 
determine if participant characteristics, intervention components by participant 
characteristics, and targeted outcome moderated the effectiveness of VMO.  In particular, 
the study focuses on the following questions:  (a) Do participant characteristics (age, 
gender, and diagnostic category) moderate the effectiveness of VMO?  (b) Do the 
implementation components moderate effects when participant diagnosis is considered? 
(c) Does the targeted outcome moderate the magnitude of change that occurs with the 
implementation of VMO? 
Method 
Study Identification 
 Search method.  Potential studies for inclusion in the meta-analysis were 
identified by way of electronic searches of the ERIC, PsycINFO, and Education Full Text 
databases.  The search was restricted to only peer-reviewed studies and included the 
following search terms: modeling or observational learning; (disability, autism, ADHD, 
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, behavior disorder, developmental delay, or mental 
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retardation; and video or videotape. Use of these search terms yielded 182 potential 
manuscripts. 
 Inclusion criteria.  After the search, each potential study was reviewed to 
determine whether they met the following eight predetermined inclusion criteria: (a) 
implemented video based intervention using other as model as the independent variable; 
(b) published in English; (c) appeared in a peer–reviewed journal;  (d) focused on 
communication, social, academic, behavior, or self-help skills as the dependent variable; 
(e) used a minimum of one participant with a disability; (f) used a single-case research 
design ; (g) demonstrated experimental control through three or more phase changes; and 
(h) reported scores with  time sequence data available (i.e., readable line graph).  
 Inter-rater agreement. The first author and a doctoral student in special 
education reviewed each study to ensure all identified studies that met the established 
criteria were systematically included.  All disagreements were evaluated by a third rater, 
also a doctoral student in special education. The inclusion decision made by at least two 
of the evaluators was the final decision. This process resulted in the inclusion of 41 
studies which met all 8 criteria. The reference sections for each of the 41 studies were 
then searched to identify any additional studies that might have been omitted from the 
initial search.  One additional study was identified and included through this review, 
yielding a total of 42 single-case manuscripts.  
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Extraction of Descriptive Information  
 The included studies were carefully reviewed to extract targeted outcomes, 
participants’ age and disability. Potential moderators were also coded for each study in 
this review including: (a) participant characteristics, (b) implementation variables plus 
primary disability, (c) and targeted outcomes. 
Participant characteristics. The participant characteristics coded from each 
study included age, gender, primary disability, and comorbid disability. The age variable 
included four levels: preschool (2-5), elementary (6-10), secondary (11-17), and 
postsecondary (17 and older). Male and female were the dichotomous levels for gender. 
All of the participants were diagnosed with either autism spectrum disorder (ASD) or a 
developmental disability (DD) thus these were the two levels coded for the primary 
disability variable.  
Implementation variable plus primary disability.  Coding for this variable was 
twofold. First, implementation variable was coded based on the following three levels: (a) 
VMO alone, (b) VMO with reinforcement, and (c) VMO as part of a package. Consistent 
with Chapter 2, VMO alone was the code given to those studies that implemented only 
VMO as the intervention. VMO with reinforcement was utilized for those studies that 
only added reinforcement to the VMO intervention protocol. VMO as part of a package 
included other intervention components (e.g., error correction procedure and/or 
prompting). Following this, the implementation variable codes were then combined with 
the participant disability code yielding the levels for the  implementation variable plus 
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primary disability category. For instance, participants with ASD would include the 
following levels: ASD alone, ASD with reinforcement, and ASD with package.  
Outcome variables. The outcome variable was coded based on 5 levels: (a) socio-
communication (e.g., language, initiation, reciprocity); (b) play (e.g., functional use of 
toys, imitation of play script, parallel play); (c) adaptive behavior (e.g., attention, on-task); 
(d) academic skills (e.g., math, writing, reading); and (e) independent living skills (e.g., 
making food, brushing teeth). 
Effect size and replication analysis 
 The robust improvement rate difference (IRD; Parker, & Vannest, 2011) was 
calculated for each of the studies via an evaluation of the line graphs. IRD, known as “risk 
difference” in other fields of study (Parker, Vannest, & Brown, 2009; Sacket, Richardson, 
Rosenbert, & Haynes, 1997), quantifies the amount of change that occurs between the 
contrasted phases of single-case design studies (Parker et al., 2009). IRD has many 
advantages over other more commonly utilized nonoverlap techniques, such as PND, as 
its use is not limited to data that meets particular assumptions, allows for calculation of 
confidence intervals, and is highly correlated with Phi (Parker et al., 2009).  
IRD is calculated by identifying the fewest number of data points that would need 
removal in order to eliminate overlapping data points between each contrasted phase. For 
example, if the goal is to increase a behavior from baseline during the intervention phase, 
any data point in the baseline phase equal or greater to an intervention data point is 
identified as overlapping. A data point in the intervention phase that is equal or lower than 
one or more baseline data points would be considered overlapping and “not improved.” 
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Complete instructions for calculating IRD are available from Parker et al. (2009); robust 
IRD calculation is described by Parker, Vannest, and Davis (2011). IRD effect sizes are 
interpreted as small if below .5, moderate if the range is .5 to .70 and large if above .70 
(Parker et al., 2009). 
 In this study, the procedures outlined in Parker et al. (2011) for calculating robust 
IRD improved to not improved ratios were followed.  The obtained ratios for each study 
were calculated and  then analyzed utilizing the “risk difference” module of the  Number 
Cruncher Statistical Software (NCSS: Hintze, 2002). The analysis weights each effect size 
(ES) based on the inverse of the standard error and then combines the ES based on 
identified moderators,  yielding overall effect sizes, confidence intervals, and related 
graphics (Parker, Vannest, & Brown, 2009; Parker et al., 2011). Statistically significant 
differences (p=.05) were determined by the non-overlap of the upper and lower limits of 
the robust IRDs at the 83.4% confidence intervals (Payton, Greenstone, & Schenker, 
2003; Schenker & Gentleman, 2001). Utilization of the 83.4% CI allows for a visual 
analysis of statistical significance (p = .05) and non-overlap is the statistical equivalent of 
the student T-test at a 95% CI (p = .05). 
Interrater Reliability 
Moderators.  To confirm accurate coding, 31% of the studies were coded by two 
raters for each of the identified moderators. Interrater agreement was determined by a 
simple percent agreement (agreements/[agreements + disagreements] x 100) calculation. 
Interrater agreement was 100% across all moderators.  
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Robust IRD matrices. From the 42 studies a total of 171 robust IRD matrices 
were calculated.  Of these, 90% were individually computed by the author and another 
rater to ensure reliable calculations. Interrater agreement was determined by a simple 
percent agreement (agreements/[agreements + disagreements] x 100) calculation. The 
overall agreement was 94%.  All disagreements were then discussed between the two 
raters and the IRDs were computed again until 100% agreement was achieved.  
Results 
Descriptive Summary   
 Appendix B provides a descriptive summary for each of the 42 studies.  
 Participant gender and age. Of the 126 participants included in the studies, 
gender and age were specified for only 121.  Of the 121 participants for which gender and 
age were specified, 84% were males.  The participants were parceled into four age 
categories as previously described.  Twenty-one participants (17.4%) were in the 
preschool category whereas 53 (43.8%) were in the elementary category. The secondary 
category was comprised of a total of 21 participants(17.4%) and 26 participants (21.4%) 
were classified as postsecondary.   
Participant diagnoses. ASD was the primary diagnosis for 106 (84%) of the 
participants with the remaining 20 (16%), of which 19 were in the secondary or 
postsecondary age category, diagnosed with developmental disability. Of the participants 
with ASD, 27 (25%) had a comorbid diagnosis including developmental disability, speech 
impairment, epilepsy, learning disability, Tourette’s, and visual impairment. Four  
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participants (20%) identified with a developmental disability as the primary diagnosis had 
a comorbid diagnosis that included either emotional behavior disorder or  mood disorder.    
 Targeted behavioral outcomes. The majority of studies addressed independent 
living skills (43%) and socio-communicative skills (33%). Specific independent skills that 
were targeted included shopping, meal preparation, job performance, clothing care, 
cooking, job skills, setting the table, doing laundry, housekeeping, and self-care. Socio-
communicative skills included initiating, responding, perspective taking, answering, and 
nonverbal responding. Play was also addressed in 19% of the studies including reciprocal 
play, imitation of play, and imitation of actions with toys. It is important to note that all 
included studies with socio-communicative and play skills as the targeted outcomes 
included only participants with ASD as the primary disability. Academic and behavior 
skills were each targeted for 2% of the studies.  
Effect Size and Replication Analyses 
 A total of 171 IRD effect sizes were calculated across the 42 studies and 126 
participants. The results yielded an overall IRD effect size of .82 with an 83.4% 
confidence interval of [.81, .83]. The small confidence interval indicates the precise nature 
of the obtained effect size, resulting in an 83.4% chance that the true IRD effect size of 
VMO is between .81 and .83. This obtained effect size and narrow confidence interval 
suggests a high magnitude of change in the targeted outcomes.  
 Participant characteristics. The included studies were analyzed to determine if 
participant characteristics such as age, gender, and primary disability as variables yielded 
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differential effects.   Analysis by age with the 121 participants for which age was 
specified for 41 of the studies yielded a total of 166 IRDs.  
 Combined IRDs by age, as well as the corresponding 83.4% confidence intervals 
are displayed in Figure 4. Results indicate large effect sizes across all age groups, with 
effect sizes ranging from .71 (postsecondary) to .86 (elementary). The non-overlap of  the 
CI for elementary (IRD = .86) when compared to the other age groups indicates a 
statistically significant difference (p = .05) from the other age categories. That is, 
elementary aged participants demonstrated the greatest magnitude of change.  No 
statistically significant differences (p = .05) were detected between the magnitude of 
change between any of the other age categories or when gender, male (.82, CI[.83,  .81]) 
and female (.84, CI [.80,  .87], was analyzed as a moderator.  
 To address the research question regarding differential effects due to diagnosis, an 
analysis of the primary disability variable was conducted.  The difference between the 
large IRD effect size for ASD (.83) was statistically significant (p = .05) when compared 
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Figure 4. Forest plot of IRD and 83.4% CIs by age. 
 
with the moderate IRD effect size obtained for developmental disability (.68).  
 
 
.74 << .76 >> .79
.84 << .86 >> .88 
.71 << .75 >> .79
.67 << .71 >> .76
.81 << .82 >> .84 
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Figure 5. Forest plot of IRDs and 83.4% CIs by levels of primary disability plus implementation 
variable. 
 The studies were further analyzed to determine if the implementation variable for 
VMO impacted the effectiveness based on the disability variable. Statistically significant 
differences (p = .05) were obtained (See Figure 5) both within and across disabilities. 
Large effect sizes were obtained across the studies that included participants with ASD as 
the primary diagnosis regardless of implementation protocol.  However, statistically 
.86 << .88 >> .90
.79<< .81 >> .83 
.71 << .73 >> .76
.81 << .83 >> .84
.25 << .40 >> .55
.69 << .76 >> .82 
.62 << .68 >> .74
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significant differences (p = .05) were noted for ASD with reinforcement when compared 
to ASD with VMO alone and ASD with VMO as part of a package, which yielded the 
greatest magnitude of change (IRD = .88).  With an overall IRD effect size of .73 for the 
use of VMO as part of a package intervention for individuals with ASD, results were 
statistically smaller (p = .05) when compared to VMO alone and with reinforcement for 
individuals with ASD.  
When VMO is utilized alone for individuals with developmental disability , a 
minimal effect (IRD = .40) was noted with a statistically significant (p = .05) smaller 
effect than that obtained when VMO is utilized as part of a package for individuals with 
developmental disability. Only one study (Conyer et al., 2004), which yielded 3 IRDs, 
implemented VMO with reinforcement for individuals with developmental disability; 
thus, obtaining a valid overall effect size for this variable was not possible. Comparing the 
results of the implementation variable across disabilities, statistically significant 
differences ( p = .05) are noted when comparing VMO alone and with reinforcement for 
individuals with ASD across all implementation variables of VMO with individuals with 
developmental disability .  
 Targeted outcomes. The included studies were further analyzed to ascertain the 
presence of differential effects based on targeted outcomes. Because only one study 
targeted each academic and behavior skills, these were not included in the analysis. Figure 
6 displays the forest plot with targeted outcomes as moderator. As is visually 
demonstrated by the non-overlap of the CIs for play (IRD = .90) with the CIs for the  
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Figure 6. Forest plot of IRDs and 83.4% CIs by targeted outcome. 
 
other two skills, statistically significant differences (p = .05) are evident. However, large 
effect sizes for both independent living (IRD =.78) and social-communicative (IRD = .74) 
skills were also obtained.   
Discussion   
This meta-analysis investigated factors, specifically, (a) participant characteristics, 
(b) intervention components plus primary diagnosis, and (c) and targeted outcomes, that 
.76 << .78 >> .80 
.71 << .74 >> .76 
.88<< .90 >> .92 
.81 << .82 >> .83 
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moderate the effectiveness of VMO interventions with individuals with disabilities.  
Although previous literature has reviewed VMO in conjunction with other VBMI (Ayres 
& Langone, 2005; Baker, Lang, & O'Reilly, 2009; Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Delano, 
2007; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010), none have specifically 
analyzed the effects of  VMO.  Additionally, information regarding for whom does VMO 
produce the greatest change, with which implementation variables, and for which targeted 
outcomes are these gains most likely to be realized has been a gap in the literature. 
Results of this aggregation of VMO research address these gaps and illuminate areas to 
explore in future research. 
 The first research question focused on determining whether the levels of 
participant characteristic variables, (i.e., age, gender, primary disability, and comorbid 
disability) moderate the effectiveness of VMO.  Results indicated moderate to large effect 
sizes (Parker et al., 2009) across all levels of each participant characteristic variable. 
Findings indicate  age and diagnosis do moderate the potency of VMO, although gender 
does not. Regarding age, results indicated that VMO is most effective for elementary aged 
individuals (ages 6-10), however, large effects sizes were obtained across all age groups.  
One reason for the differential effects may be attributed to the fact that only one 
participant with developmental disability was elementary age and the remainder were 
secondary and/or postsecondary. The lower effect sizes obtained for participants with 
developmental disabilities likely attributed to the lower omnibus IRDs obtained for the 
secondary and postsecondary levels. Differential effects based on age have not been 
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previously explored and these findings indicate VMO to be an effective intervention 
across age categories. 
The second research question focused on the moderating effect of participants’ 
diagnoses (i.e., ASD and developmental disabilities). In the research literature, the 
effectiveness of VMO with individuals with developmental disabilities has not been 
previously explored although it has frequently been explored for participants with ASD 
(Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007). 
Results indicate that diagnosis does moderate the effectiveness of VMO as the large effect 
size obtained for participants with ASD was statistically significant when compared to the 
moderate effect size obtained for individuals with developmental disabilities. The large 
effect sizes obtained for participants with ASD is consistent with Bellini and Akullian’s 
(2007) meta-analysis which found VMO to be an effective intervention for individuals 
with ASD. Further, although findings indicate VMO to not be as effective with 
participants with developmental disabilities, this must be viewed with caution given the 
small sample size.  
The third research question focused on determining whether a combination of 
disability and implementation protocol further moderated the magnitude of change on the 
targeted outcome. Results indicated that the primary disability combined with 
implementation components does moderate the magnitude of change that occurs with 
VMO. The largest effects were obtained when VMO with reinforcement was utilized for 
participants with ASD, with no statistically significant differences found between VMO 
delivered alone or as part of a package. This is consistent with results obtained in Chapter 
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2 and inconsistent with the suggestion of Shukla-Mehta et al. (2010) that the effects of 
VMO with individuals with ASD is enhanced with the addition of other interventions 
such as prompts and error correction procedures. One plausible explanation for this is that 
additional package components reintroduces the need to interact and/or focus on others, a 
task particularly challenging for individuals with ASD (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Rao, 
Beidel, & Murray, 2008), distracting them from the video model. A small effect size was 
obtained for VMO utilized alone for participants with developmental disabilities whereas 
a large effect size was obtained for VMO as part of a package for participants with 
developmental disabilities. This analysis calls into question the moderate effect size that 
was obtained when analyzing the overall use of VMO for individuals with DD, suggesting 
that the results are more indicative of the effectiveness of other included interventions 
rather than the VMO. Given the need for additional components for participants with 
developmental disabilities combined with the results of this meta-analysis, it appears that 
VMO is not an effective intervention for individuals with developmental disabilities 
without the inclusion of other components such as prompting and error correction 
procedures.  This may be due to the complexity of the skills being taught, given that the 
analysis was limited to older participants, perhaps requiring more support for acquisition. 
VMO may altogether be an inefficient treatment for individuals with DD, however given 
the small number of participants with developmental disabilities for whom VMO has been 
investigated as well as the truncated age range, definitive statements cannot be made.  
Regarding individuals with ASD, VMO will likely yield significant improvements in 
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targeted skills; however, the addition of reinforcement may enhance the effectiveness of 
the intervention. 
 In addition to participant characteristics, this study analyzed potential moderating 
effects of targeted outcomes on the impact of VMO.  The included studies allowed for 
analysis of  social-communicative, play, and independent living as variables for targeted 
outcomes.  Results indicated that VMO is highly effective for all targeted outcomes, 
however, the impact on play skills was significantly greater than for the other included 
skills. These results are likely due to two issues. First, only the studies targeting 
independent living skills included participants with developmental disabilities (See 
Appendix B). Given that previous analysis demonstrated disability moderates the 
effectiveness of VMO, it is likely that the overall effect size for independent living skills 
was moderated by the lower effects sizes of participants with developmental disabilities. 
The studies targeting play and socio-communicative skills included only participants with 
ASD. Given this, VMO is likely more effective for improving play skills given the 
complexity of socio-communicative skill acquisition for individuals with ASD (Reichow 
& Volkmar, 2010). Additionally, socio-communicative skill deficits are the main 
symptoms associated with ASD (American Psychiatric Association [DSM-IV-TR], 2000) 
and, likely the most challenging to improve. Nevertheless, results indicate VMO to be a 
highly effective intervention across both play and socio-communicative skills for 
individuals with ASD.   
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Limitations  
This meta-analysis of single-case research utilizing VMO has some limitations. 
The primary limitation is the small number of participants with developmental disabilities, 
limiting the ability to make conclusive statements regarding the utility of VMO with this 
population. Also, conclusions regarding implementation protocol based on primary 
diagnosis must be delivered with caution as the limited number of studies included in each 
category, when disaggregating studies based on disability and implementation protocol, 
precludes definitive suppositions. Additionally, given the limited effectiveness of VMO 
alone with participants with developmental disabilities, inclusion of these participants 
with those with ASD may have confounded some of the results. For instance, VMO may 
be as effective for independent living skills as it is for play skills for participants with 
ASD, however, the  inclusion of the lower IRDs for participants with developmental 
disabilities lowered the overall effect size for independent living skills. Another limitation 
of this study is the lack of comparison of combinations of multiple variables (e.g., age, 
targeted outcome, and implementation components) to determine which variables enhance 
or confound results when combined. Such analyses, as would typically be done with 
larger group studies, would allow for more precise decision-making when practitioners 
are attempting to determine whether or not VMO is the most appropriate intervention for 
a given situation.  Also, the study was limited to published, peer-reviewed studies, which 
leads to exclusion of unpublished data, which may include additional studies indicating 
that VMO did not yield positive results (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein 
(2009).  
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Implications for Future Research  
 Future research should focus on the use of VMO with individuals with disabilities 
other than ASD and developmental disabilities. Given the efficiency with which VMO 
can be delivered, it is important to analyze the effectiveness across a variety of 
participants with varying disabilities, including high incidence disabilities such as 
learning disability and emotional behavior disorders.  Given that the results of this study 
indicate VMO to be an effective intervention for participants with ASD and 
developmental disabilities, there is a potential that VMO could serve as an appropriate 
intervention for individuals with high incidence disabilities as well, enhancing inclusive 
instruction.  Video self-modeling has previously been investigated to increase the on-task 
behaviors for 3 elementary aged students with ADHD (Clare, Jensen, Kehle & Bray, 
2000) and  the reading fluency for two first graders with learning disability (Hitchcock et 
al., 2003). Given that VMO with an adult has been found to be significantly more 
effective than video self-modeling (Chapter 2) and requires less effort to implement 
(Bellini & Akullian, 2007), exploration across participants with a range of disabilities is 
warranted. 
In the same vein, findings of this meta-analysis indicate there is insufficient 
research addressing challenging behavior and academic skills. Given evidence of its 
effectiveness for these areas, VMO would be a highly portable and efficient means for 
delivering interventions to address these targeted outcomes. Future research targeting 
participants with high incidence disabilities across a variety of targeted outcomes is 
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warranted in an effort to determine for which targeted outcomes VMO is most successful 
and for what populations.  
Further, more research assessing the impact of VMO alone with individuals with 
developmental disabilities is also warranted as the current number of peer-reviewed 
studies is insufficient for decisions regarding the evidence base of VMO with this 
population.  Furthermore, research addressing the implementation of VMO with 
individuals with developmental disabilities across a variety of targeted outcomes is also a 
gap in the current literature base. This current meta-analysis indicates that VMO alone, 
and thus VMO, is only minimally effective for independent living skills for individuals 
with developmental disabilities. It is plausible, however, that VMO may be more effective 
for other targeted outcomes, such as academic and social-communicative skill,  for 
individuals with developmental disabilities. Additionally, component analysis research, 
comparing VMO alone with VMO as part of a package when utilized with individuals 
with developmental disabilities, will provide information that is practically useful in terms 
of the necessary components to include to maximize the effectiveness of the intervention.   
In summary, results of this meta-analysis indicate VMO to be a highly effective 
intervention for individuals with ASD and are consistent with other studies that have 
designated VMO as an evidence-based practice (Bellini & Akullian, 2007). However, this 
meta-analysis broadens the practical utility of the evidence base as it delineates the 
effectiveness of implementation protocol and extends beyond individuals with ASD. 
When implemented alone or with reinforcement across a variety of skills, excluding 
academic and behavior, VMO has strong effects with individuals with ASD. Regarding 
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the use of VMO with participants with developmental disabilities, this study indicates 
VMO is not an effective intervention for independent living skills unless included as part 
of an intervention package. Although results also indicate strong effects when 
implemented as part of an intervention package for participants with developmental 
disabilities, this does not speak to the utility of VMO. The results indicate an intervention 
package that includes VMO is effective, yet information regarding which components are 
necessary to achieve desired effects is not indicated. The lack of effects obtained for 
VMO alone compared to the high effects of VMO as part of a package, suggests that 
VMO may not be an effective intervention for participants with developmental 
disabilities.  Additional research is needed to identify VMO as an evidence-based practice 
for individuals with other disabilities.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
VBM maximizes the benefits of observational learning, more specifically 
imitation, providing a more efficient and flexible method than the more primitive in vivo 
procedure (Biederman & Freedman, 2007; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007). VBM has been 
implemented to address a variety of targeted outcomes across participants with varying 
abilities and diagnoses (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Nikopoulos & Nikopoulos-Smyrni, 
2008; Rayner, Denholm, and Sigafoos, 2009). However, the current evidence base lacks 
implementation and contextual specificity particularly regarding which VBM procedures 
are beneficial for which participants and targeted outcomes (Rayner et al., 2009; Shukla-
Mehta, Miller, and Callahan, 2010). This dissertation addresses these gaps in the VBM 
research and provides information that will expand the practical value of this intervention.  
In summary, both studies indicate differential effects are present based on 
procedural implementation.  The types of VBM implemented, VSM and VMO, appear to 
be nearly equal in potency, both with high effects as was also indicated by Bellini and 
Akullian (2007) and Cihak and Schrader (2008). However, when disaggregated based on 
the type of model utilized, VMO with adult as model has higher potency than both VMO 
with peer and VSM. Whether or not the model is known or unknown for VMO does not 
appear to moderate the effectiveness. Furthermore, no statistical differences resulted when 
VSM is produced utilizing either positive self-review or feedforward.  This extends the 
literature base as the analysis indicates that all types of VBM, regardless of type of model 
are effective; however, adult as model is the most effective based on the current literature. 
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The current VMO research is limited to participants with ASD and developmental 
disability; thus, application of these findings to participants with other disabilities (i.e., 
learning disability, emotional disturbance) is limited.  
The effectiveness of variations in implementation protocol, with levels of VBM 
alone, with reinforcement, or as part of a package, was also analyzed.  Results indicate 
VBM with reinforcement to be the most efficacious with significantly smaller effects 
when VBM was implemented as part of a package, which is consistent with results 
obtained for VMO when analyzed separately from the VSM studies. However, results 
indicate VSM is equally efficacious when implemented alone or as part of a package, 
whereas VSM with reinforcement alone yielded a significantly smaller effect size.  Thus, 
the previous finding of  Shukla-Mehta et al. (2010) that the inclusion of reinforcement 
with VBM will likely enhance effectiveness holds true for VMO but not VSM.   
As VMO was found to be the most efficacious in study one (Chapter 2), study two 
(Chapter 3) further analyzed moderators as they relate to participant characteristics and 
targeted outcomes. Results indicate VMO to be highly efficacious across targeted 
outcomes (i.e.  independent living, socio-communicative, and play skills), particularly 
play skills. Although the included studies were limited to participants with ASD and 
developmental disabilities, it was found to be highly effective across age groups, although 
more effective for participants with ASD than developmental disabilities. Moderator 
potency did not vary based on the presence or absence of a comorbid disorder. Findings 
suggest VMO results in a greater magnitude of change when reinforcement is included as 
part of the intervention protocol for participants with ASD. However, diverging from 
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previous studies (Shukla-Mehta et al., 2010), additional components do not increase 
potency beyond VMO delivered alone for participants with ASD. On the contrary VMO 
delivered alone appears to be less effective than VMO as part of a package for individuals 
with developmental disabilities suggesting VMO may not be an efficacious intervention 
for participants with developmental disabilities.  
Implications for Practice 
 These findings have several implications for practitioners including those in 
educational and clinical settings. First, clearly both VMO and VSM are highly effective 
for producing change in targeted behaviors across a range of skills for participants with 
disabilities. Given the simplicity of producing a VMO intervention when compared to the 
challenges of producing a VSM intervention (Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Rayner et al., 
2009), which requires editing, VMO with an adult as model is the most efficient method 
and will likely have the desired impact on targeted outcomes. Findings indicate that 
whether or not the target person is familiar with the model will unlikely have an impact on 
the effectiveness.  
Furthermore, if VSM is the desired intervention, study one of this meta-analysis 
indicates no difference in potency when feedforward versus positive self-review is 
implemented. Again, feedforward is the more practical of the two as it merely requires 
prompting the individual so that he/she can perform each step of the skill accurately and 
then editing out the prompts. Positive self-review on the other hand, requires recording 
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the target person, potentially for several hours, in a natural setting until there is enough 
footage of accurate skill performance to produce the video model.   
 In terms of moderating effects due to variations in participant characteristics, this 
study only investigated the impacts for VMO. VMO is clearly an evidenced base practice 
for participants with ASD across all age ranges for improvement of play, independent 
living, and socio-communicative skills. The addition of positive reinforcement in tandem 
with VMO for participants with ASD is recommended.  For participants with 
developmental disabilities, the second study indicates VMO has been implemented 
primarily with secondary and postsecondary participants and is most effective when 
implemented as part of a package including other procedures such as performance 
feedback, error correction, and prompting.  Although the results indicate minimal change 
in behavior when VMO is implemented alone for older participants with developmental 
disabilities, it should not necessarily be ruled out as a viable option. Consideration should 
be given to the social impact of the desired skill, and if small changes in behavior would 
have socially significant ramifications. Given the simplicity of VMO as an intervention, 
the social validity of small changes with minimal resource expenditure may outweigh 
greater changes that might occur with more costly interventions. One possible means for 
implementing VMO to maximize both the efficiency and benefit is to begin with VMO 
alone. If the skill improves but does not reach desired levels or criterion, supplementing 
the VMO with additional components such as reinforcement and error correction 
procedures is recommended. There is insufficient evidence for the use of VMO to 
enhance academic and adaptive behavior skills.   
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Limitations 
 Aside from the limitations noted at the end of each individual study, some 
additional limitations exist. First, both studies exclude publications that were not peer 
reviewed such as dissertations. Such studies could potentially provide further information 
regarding populations for whom VBM is effective as well as indicating contextual 
variables and participant characteristics that do not benefit from VBM intervention.  
 Another limitation of these studies is that analyses of participant characteristics 
and targeted outcomes that moderate the effectiveness of VSM were not included. This 
current work provides information that VSM is a highly effective intervention for evoking 
change in skills, however contextual specificity such as for whom and under what 
circumstances was not addressed. Although this was a purposeful exclusion due to the 
known benefits of VMO, information regarding the potency of various moderators as they 
relate to VSM would further guide the process of choosing the most appropriate VBM 
intervention. 
 Additionally, neither study analyzed dosage including length of video and typical 
number of sessions required to achieve desired outcomes. Such information is important 
as the video exemplars in the current evidence base vary in length as well as the amount 
of time that was necessary before criterion was achieved.  
Future Research 
 Future research that expands upon these studies and addresses the limitations will 
further enhance the practical implementation of VBM. First, an evaluation of potential 
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moderators for VSM would assist in providing information regarding when VSM might 
be a more appropriate intervention despite the increased requirement of resources such as 
time and personnel.  VSM may be more effective and easier to implement for participants 
and targeted skills for which VMO is not effective, such as participants with high 
incidence disabilities, as well as targeted skills such as academic and adaptive behavior.  
 Additionally, research that evaluates the required dosage, length of video, and 
number of viewings required to achieve maximum effect is an area to be addressed. 
Research that provides specific information regarding appropriate dosage based on type of 
VBM, participant characteristics, and targeted outcomes would further assist practitioners 
with intervention decision-making. Potentially, VBM techniques that require more initial 
resources could require shorter videos and result in more rapid acquisition for certain 
participants. 
 As was evident in the second study, VMO for older participants with 
developmental disabilities is most effective when implemented as part of a package. More 
specific analysis regarding which specific intervention components, such as error 
correction or prompting, facilitate more potent results is necessary. Additionally, research 
that analyzes if these interventions are equally effective alone or in conjunction with 
VBM is necessary. For example if research indicates error correction procedures are more 
effective in improving targeted outcomes for participants with developmental disabilities 
than VMO with error correction procedures, implementation of VMO would not be 
warranted. Moreover, research that compares the effects of VBM in addressing specific 
targeted outcomes (i.e., independent living, socio-communicative) compared to other 
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interventions is necessary to assist practitioners in choosing the most appropriate 
intervention. For instance, research that analyzes differential effects of social stories, peer-
mediated training, and VBM for improving the socio-communicative skills of individuals 
with ASD would further the field.  
 More broadly, these two studies indicate the importance of disaggregating the 
evidence base for specific interventions based on a variety of potential moderators. An 
overall assessment of VBM indicates that this intervention, whether implemented as 
VMO or VSM, is effective. Further analysis would not have provided the information that 
adult as model works best with reinforcement for participants with ASD across all ages to 
improve play, independent living, and socio-communicative skills. Furthermore, 
information that VMO may require the addition of other intervention techniques to obtain 
desired results for participants with developmental disabilities would not be available. 
Information regarding the potency of an intervention in light of given contextual factors is 
necessary for practitioners to make informed decisions regarding the most appropriate 
interventions to use when assisting participants with disabilities given the heterogeneity 
across and within disability categories (Montgomery, 2006). Choosing appropriate 
interventions for individuals with disabilities requires practitioners to select the most 
appropriate intervention that will maximize outcomes for their particular students (Cook, 
Tankersley, & Landrum, 2009). Careful analysis of the evidence base can assist 
practitioners in choosing effective interventions with a high degree of expectancy that the 
intervention will work for their particular contexts. 
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APPENDIX A   
QUALITY INDICATOR RUBRIC 
 
Participants and 
Setting 
1  2  3  4 
Participant 
Characteristics  
(ex. age, gender, 
disability) 
Information 
includes only 1 
of the 3(age, 
gender, 
disability )  
Information includes 
2 of 3 (age, gender, 
disability) 
Information includes 
all 3 (age, gender, 
disability) without 
any additional 
information   
Sufficient detail 
provided including 
age, gender, disability 
(including how 
measured). Additional 
information such as  
measure of 
functioning, current 
levels of skill 
performance etc. 
provided 
Selection 
Criteria 
No information 
regarding how 
the participants 
were chosen  
Description of 
selection criteria 
minimal (ex.  
individuals  with 
ASD) without 
specific information 
regarding how 
chosen – (ex. Know 
they want to use 
participants with 
autism because of 
purpose however, 
Selection criteria is 
provides some 
specific information 
regarding how the 
participants were 
chosen (ex. 
individuals with 
autism  who used 1 
word vocalizations)  
Significant information 
regarding how 
participants were 
chosen including 
assessments used (ex. 
individuals with autism 
who used 1 word 
vocalizations and 
scored x on GARS) 
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no info regarding 
how they were 
chosen…2 would be 
vague and only 
implied 
Setting 
Description 
Setting not 
identified and 
limited details 
mentioned 
Setting identified 
(ex in school) but no 
explicit details 
regarding the  
setting (ex, number 
of students, size of 
room, other people 
in the room) 
Setting identified 
with limited details 
(ex. In a resource 
classroom of the 
school with one 
teacher) 
Explicit details 
regarding the setting 
(ex. in a public school 
resource classroom 
with 5 students, 
viewed on a 5 X5 
screen) allowing 
replication  
Dependent 
Variable(DV) 
1  2  3  4 
Description  Names DV only 
without clear 
depiction(ex. 
aggression)  
Narrow information  
of DV but lacks 
measurable 
definition (ex no 
hitting)  
Dependent variable 
described in a 
manner that could be 
measured (ex. hands 
and feet to self) but 
without specifics 
such as criterion 
information 
Clear, operational 
description of DV (ex. 
incidents of verbal and 
physical aggression as 
evidenced by hands 
and feet to self and no 
loud disruptions for 30 
m interval) 
Description of 
valid 
Measurement  
Process not 
reported 
Limiting information 
regarding how the 
DV was evaluated  
limiting ability for 
the reader to 
employ the same 
measure 
Limited description 
of procedure 
provided (tells how 
measured but not 
schedule or tools 
utilized) and/or not 
all variables are 
measureable 
Clear description of DV 
measurement 
included tools utilized, 
schedule, and 
measurable variables 
and the process is 
repeatable 
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Frequency of 
measurement 
Measurement 
inconsistent 
across phases or 
DV measured for 
only 1 data point 
in one or more 
of the phases 
(excluding 
follow‐up)  
Less than 3 data 
points in one or 
more of the phases 
At least 3 data points 
per phase 
More than  3 data 
points per phase 
(unless explanation for 
3 given)  
IOA  Not provided  Data provided, 
however, method 
not reported or 
calculated 
inaccurately.(i.e.,on 
less than 20% of the 
data) 
Either both or one of 
the measures, IOA 
and Kappa, are less 
than minimum 
standards : less than 
20% of data for each 
phase OR IOA<80% 
and/or Kappa < 60%,  
IOA assessed for at 
least 20% of the data 
points in each phase 
and IOA = 80% and/or  
Kappa = 60% (if only 
one reported it meets 
the minimum 
standard) 
Note. Rubric is based on the quality indicators for single case research as established by Horner et al. (2005). The 4‐point scale 
established by Chard et al. (2009) served as a guide for the development of the above rubric. 
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APPENDIX B 
SUMMARY OF VMO ARTICLES INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS 
Authors Participant 
Characteristics 
Targeted Outcomes Known 
(K)or 
Unknown 
(U) 
Model Alone, 
package 
or other 
Quality 
Indicator 
Average 
 
Alcantara, 1994 
 
2 M, age 9 y and 1 F 
age 8 with ASD and 
DD 
 
independent living 
 
U 
 
adult 
 
+ 
 
3.81* 
Allen, Wallace, 
Greene, Bowen,  
& Burke, 2010 
3 M, ages 19-22 with 
ASD 
independent living U peer a 3.64 
Allen, Wallace, 
Renes, Bown, & 
Burke, 2010 
4 M, ages 16-25 with 
ASD 
independent living U peer a 3.76 
Apple et al.,  
2005 
3 M, 1 F ages 4-5 
with ASD 
Social-
communication 
K peer a 3.40* 
Ayres & 
Langone, 2007 
3 M, 1 F ages 6-8 
with ASD 
independent living U adult a 3.12 
Bidwell & 
Rehfeldt, 2004 
3 F, ages 33-72 with 
DD 
independent living K peer ++ 3.57 
Boudreau & 
DaEntremont, 
2010 
2 M, age 2 with ASD Play U adult a and + 3.83* 
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Cannella-
Malone et al., 
2006 
3 M, 1 F ages 27-41 
with ASD; 1 M, age 
36 with DD and EBD 
independent living U peer a 3.42 
Charlop et al.,  
2010 
3 M, ages 7-11, with 
ASD 
social –
communication 
K adult a 3.75 
Charlop, et al.,  
2008 
2 M, ages 8-9 with 
ASD 
Social-
communication 
U adult + 3.85* 
Charlop-Christy 
& Milstein, 1989 
3 M, ages 6-7 with 
ASD 
Social- 
Communication 
K adult + 3.14 
Charlop-Christy 
& Daneshvar, 
2003 
3 M, ages 6-9 with 
ASD 
Social-
Communication  
K adult a 3.82 
Charlop-Christy, 
Le, & Freeman, 
2000 
1 F, 4 M ages 7-11 
with ASD 
Play K adult a 3.73 
Cihak & 
Shrader, 2008 
4 M, ages 16-21 with 
ASD 
independent living U adult ++ 3.73* 
Conyers et al., 
2004 
2 F, 1 M ages 43-54 
with DD 
Behavior K peer + 3.67* 
D'Ateno et al.,  
2003 
1 F, age 3 with ASD Play _ adult a 3.75 
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Gena et al.,  
2005 
1 F, 2 M ages 3-5 
with ASD 
Social-
Communication  
U peer ++ 3.74* 
Haring et al., 
1987 
1 F, 2 M age 20 with 
ASD 
independent living K peer ++ 3.76 
Keen et al., 2007 3 M, ages 4-6 with 
ASD 
independent living U animat
ed 
++ 3.36 
Kleeberger& 
Mirenda, 2010 
1 M, age 4 with ASD Play _ adult ++ 3.86* 
LeBlanc et al., 
2003 
3 M, ages 7 -13 with 
ASD 
Social-
communication  
_ adult ++ 3.61 
MacDonald et 
al.,  2005 
2 M, ages 4 and 7 
with ASD 
Play _ adult a 3.61 
MacDonald et 
al., 2009 
2 M, ages 7 and 5 
with ASD 
Play _ adult a 3.64 
Maione & 
Mirenda, 2006 
2 M, ages 5-6 with 
ASD 
Social -
communication 
U adult a 3.79* 
Marcus & 
Wilder, 2009 
1 F, 1 M age 9 and 1 
M age 4 with ASD  
Academic K peer ++ 3.55 
Martin et al.,  
1992 
5 participants ages 
15-20 with DD 
independent living _ peer a 2.95 
Mechling et al., 
2005 
1 M age 17 with 
ASD; 1 M, 1 F ages 
17-20 with DD 
independent living K adult ++ 3.75* 
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Murzynski & 
Bourret, 2007 
2 M, ages 8-9 with 
ASD 
independent living K adult ++ 3.26 
Nikopoulos et 
al.,  2009 
2 M, 1 F ages 7-9 
with ASD 
independent living U peer a 3.49 
Nikopoulos & 
Keenan, 2004 
3 M, ages 7-9 with 
ASD 
Social-
communication  
_ peer a 3.66 
Nikopoulos & 
Kenan, 2003 
6 M, 1 F ages 9-15 
with ASD 
social -
communication 
K adult + 3.65 
Nikopoulos & 
Keenan, 2007 
3 M, 1 F ages 6-8 
with ASD 
Social-
communication  
_ peer + 3.74 
Paterson & 
Arco, 2007 
2 M, ages 6-7 with 
ASD 
Play  adult + 3.81 
Rayner, 2010 1 M, age 12 with 
ASD 
independent living U adult + 3.60 
Rehfeldt et al.,  
2003 
 
2 M, 1 F ages 22-37 
with DD 
independent living _ peer ++ 3.62 
Rosenberg et al.,  
2010 
3 M, ages 3-5 with 
ASD 
independent living U peer + 3.68* 
Sansoti & 
Powell-Smith, 
2008 
3 M, ages 6-8 with 
ASD 
Social-
communication  
_ peer a 3.93* 
Scattone, 2008 1 M, age 9 with ASD Social-
communication  
_ adult a 3.81* 
Sherer et al., 
2001 
5 M, ages 4-11 with 
ASD 
Social-
communication  
U peer a 3.70 
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Taber-Doughty 
et al., 2008 
3 M, ages 13-15 with 
ASD 
independent living U adult ++ 3.79* 
Taylor et al., 
1999 
 
2 M, ages 6 and 8 
with ASD 
Play K peer ++ 3.54 
Van Laarhoven 
et al., 2009 
2 F, ages 12 and 15 
and 1 M, age 17 with 
DD 
independent living - adult ++ 3.64* 
Note. An “*”  by the QI average indicates the study met at least the minimum standards across indicators; Diagnostic codes: 
ASD = Autism spectrum disorder; DD = Developmental disability; Alone, package, or other codes: a = alone; + = with 
reinforcement; and ++ = package 
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APPENDIX C 
SUMMARY OF VSM STUDIES INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS 
Citation Participant 
Characteristics 
Targeted Outcomes Type 
of 
VSM 
Alone, 
package 
or other 
Quality 
Indicator 
Average 
Bellini et al., 
2007 
1M, 1F ages 4-5 
with ASD 
Social-
communication  
Feed a  3.38 
Buggey et al., 
1999 
2 M, 1 F, ages 
8-11 with ASD 
Social -
communication 
PSR a  3.40 
Buggey, 2005 5 M, ages 5-11 
with ASD 
Social-
communication and 
behavior 
 
Feed 
and 
PSR 
a  3.52 
Cihak & Shrader, 
2008 
4 M, ages 16-21 independent living Feed ++ 3.73* 
Clare et al., 2000 3 M, ages 9-11 
with LD/ED 
Behavior PSR a  3.43 
Coyle & Cole, 
2004 
3 M, ages 9-11 
with ASD 
Behavior PSR ++ 3.15 
Dowrick & Ward, 
1997 
1 M, late 20s 
with ID 
Behavior Feed + 3.32 
Hepting & 
Goldstein, 1996 
1 F, 2 M, age 4 
with ID 
Social -
communication 
Feed + 3.51* 
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Hitchcock et al., 
2004 
2 M, 1 F; ages 6 
and 8 with LD 
and 1 male age 
6 with ID   
Academic Feed ++ 3.87* 
Kehle et al., 1986 4 M, ages 10-13 
with EBD 
behavior PSR + 3.42 
Lasater & Brady, 
1995 
2 M, ages 14 
and 15, with 
ASD 
independent living Feed ++ 3.24 
Lonnecker et al., 
1994 
2 M, ages 9 and 
7 with LD 
behavior PSR ++ 3.57 
Marcus & Wilder, 
2009 
1 M , 1 F age 9 
and 1 M, age 4 
with ASD 
academic Feed a  3.55* 
Pigott & 
Gonzales, 1987 
1 M, age 9 with 
EBD 
behavior PSR a  3.10 
Possell et al., 
1999 
4 M, ages 5-8 
with EBD 
behavior PSR + 3.56* 
Sherer et al., 2001 4 M, ages 4-11 
with ASD 
Social-
communication  
Feed a  3.49 
Van Laarhoven, 
2009 
2 F, 1 M ages 
12-17 with ID 
independent living Feed ++ 3.52 
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Wert et al., 2003 4 M, ages 4-5 
with ASD 
Social-
communication 
Feed a  3.44 
Note. An “*”  by the QI average indicates the study met at least the minimum standards across indicators; Diagnostic codes: 
ASD = autism spectrum disorder, ID= intellectual disability, LD = learning disability, EBD = emotional behavioral disorder;  
Type of VSM codes: Feed = Feedforward, PSR = positive self-review; Alone, package, or other codes: a = alone; + = with 
reinforcement; and ++ = package 
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